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The focus of many industrial and research entities on achieving full robotic autonomy
increased in the past few years. In order to achieve full robotic autonomy, a fundamental
problem is the localization, which is the ability of a mobile platform to determine its
position and orientation in the environment. In this thesis, several problems related to the
localization of autonomous platforms are addressed, namely, visual odometry accuracy and
robustness; uncertainty estimation in odometries; and accurate multi-sensor fusion-based
localization. Beside localization, the control of mobile manipulators is also tackled in this
thesis. First, a generic image processing pipeline is proposed which, when integrated with a
feature-based Visual Odometry (VO), can enhance robustness, accuracy and reduce the
accumulation of errors (drift) in the pose estimation. Afterwards, since odometries (e.g.
wheel odometry, LiDAR odometry, or Visual Odometry (VO)) suffer from drift errors due
to integration, and because such errors need to be quantified in order to achieve accurate
localization through multi-sensor fusion schemes (e.g. extended or unscented kalman filters).
A covariance estimation algorithm is proposed, which estimates the uncertainty of odometry
measurements using another sensor which does not rely on integration. Furthermore,
optimization-based multi-sensor fusion techniques are known to achieve better localization
results compared to filtering techniques, but with higher computational cost. Consequently,
an efficient and generic multi-sensor fusion scheme, based on Moving Horizon Estimation
(MHE), is developed. The proposed multi-sensor fusion scheme: is capable of operating
with any number of sensors; and considers different sensors measurements rates, missing
measurements, and outliers. Moreover, the proposed multi-sensor scheme is based on a multi-
threading architecture, in order to reduce its computational cost, making it more feasible
for practical applications. Finally, the main purpose of achieving accurate localization
is navigation. Hence, the last part of this thesis focuses on developing a stabilization
controller of a 10-DOF mobile manipulator based on Model Predictive Control (MPC). All
of the aforementioned works are validated using numerical simulations; real data from: EU
Long-term Dataset, KITTI Dataset, TUM Dataset; and/or experimental sequences using
an omni-directional mobile robot. The results show the efficacy and importance of each
part of the proposed work.
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In this chapter, the motivation of this thesis; the problems addressed; and the proposed
solutions are introduced. The thesis objectives and contributions are also stated. Finally,
the thesis structure and organization are described.
1.1 Motivation
Robotics underwent a noticeable evolution during the past few years and is now an essential
part of a large number of industrial processes. Currently, one of the main objectives of many
industries is to introduce solutions allowing increased levels of autonomy in their processes.
Autonomous robotics can help with many tasks, which are still conducted by human workers
or a robotic system with human supervision/operation, such as warehouse management [74],
mines search and detection [1], farming [52], underwater exploration [166], and so on. Using
a fully autonomous robotic agent may lead to better efficiency, accuracy, and human safety.
By the same token, automotive industry also achieved great advances in autonomy, by
developing the driver assistance systems such as adaptive cruise control [153, 96], collision
avoidance [135, 46] and automatic parking [137]. Building fully autonomous self-driving
vehicles is a priority, because it will lead to a large reduction in the amount of traffic
accidents through eliminating its main cause; the human error (Distracted driving, speeding,
drunk driving, and reckless driving) [27].
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1.2 Problem Statement
Accurate localization is essential to achieve full robotic autonomy. Localization is the ability
of a robotic platform to determine its position and orientation in the environment [138]. It
is essential for an autonomous platform to interact with the environment to, for example,
navigate or perform manipulation tasks. Consequently, achieving accurate, and robust
localization is one of the essential milestones to achieve full autonomy. Although the
localization of a robotic platform using off-board sensors, such as cameras [45] or adding
infrastructure to the environment, such as magnetic tape [125], visual landmarks [57],
wi-fi hot-spots [51] might be simple, the more general problem of localization using on-
board sensors without additional infrastructure is challenging, mainly due to the physical
limitations of the sensors used.
In this thesis, several unresolved issues related to robot localization are addressed. These
are:
• Visual Odometry (VO) accuracy and robustness,
• uncertainty estimation in odometries, and
• accurate multi-sensor fusion-based localization.
1.2.1 Visual Odometry Accuracy and Robustness
Currently, several sensors are used to achieve localization including LiDAR [175], Radar [119],
Global Positioning System (GPS) [35], Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [173], wheel
encoders [77], and cameras [136].
One of the common methods for localization using cameras is VO [133][47]. VO estimates
the ego-motion of a camera by determining the incremental motion between the successive
camera frames. Like other odometry methods (wheel encoders, LiDAR, ... and so on),
VO integrates the incremental motion between successive frames to compute the overall
trajectory of the camera, leading to drift errors over long distances.
VO algorithms have a drawback since they rely on integration, which may suffer from
drift errors due to, for example, false matched features, bad lighting and illumination
problems, random noise or motion bias [170].
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1.2.2 Uncertainty Estimation in Odometries
To achieve accurate localization, the use of highly accurate sensors such as differential
Global Positioning System (GPS) or motion capture systems is needed. However, the use
of these systems can be very costly. Another way of achieving accurate localization is the
use of multi-sensor fusion techniques with sensors of lower accuracy and cost. This in turn
can lead to an accurate estimate of the pose of the platform (position and orientation) [152,
63, 88, 36, 90, 87].
In order to accurately estimate the pose of an autonomous platform by multi-sensor
fusion, the statistics of the noise affecting each sensor must be known. Almost all multi-
sensor fusion algorithms uses the covariance matrix during operation. This covariance can
be in its direct form as in the Kalman filters, as the importance factor in the particle filter,
or as the information matrix (the inverse of the covariance matrix) in the information filter
and optimization-based techniques [147].
Unfortunately, determining the covariance matrices is not straightforward and, in most
cases, infeasible. To determine the covariance matrix of a sensor, the ground-truth is
needed, which is generally very difficult to acquire. Furthermore, even if the ground-truth is
available, the localization of a mobile platform depends on odometries (encoders odometry,
visual odometry, IMU odometry, and so on), which all suffer from accumulation of error (as
discussed earlier). This error accumulation has a random nature, which depends on the
environmental conditions as well as the type of sensor. Accordingly, this causes an increase
in the covariance values during operation [138, 130].
1.2.3 Accurate Multi-sensor Fusion-based Localization
Multi-sensor fusion-based localization can be achieved through two approaches; probabilistic
(filtering) and optimization-based. probabilistic methods rely on the Bayesian estimation
theory (e.g., Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [60, 59, 4]
or particle filters [147]). All of these techniques rely on a motion model for computing the
prior distribution of the pose while using the sensors measurements to recursively estimate
the posterior probability of the pose.
Probabilistic methods are recursive and rely on the latest estimate of the state as well
as the latest control action and measurement in order to estimate the current state. On
the other hand, Optimization based techniques are based on Maximum a Posteriori (MAP)
estimation, which aims at maximizing the posterior distribution over the whole estimated
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trajectory; this is achieved through solving a least squares optimization problem over the
innovations (measurements error) of different sensors’ measurements [22].
Utilizing the full information through the trajectory leads to the optimization-based
methods achieving better accuracy compared to filtering techniques. However, the main
drawback of a full information MAP is intractability over long duration of operation, due to
the increase of optimization variables (unknown poses in case of localization). In practice,
the effect of older states over the current state decreases with time. Therefore, optimizing
over the whole history of states may become unnecessary and computationally expensive.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis proposes methods to enhance the localization of autonomous platforms through
addressing the problems discussed in Section 1.2. To this end, the objectives of this thesis
are as follows:
1. Developing a filtration pipeline, which can be integrated to any Visual Odometry
(VO) algorithm, to enhance the robustness and accuracy of localization. Such pipeline
should be generic and can be integrated to any type of feature-based VO (monocular,
stereo, or RGB-D).
2. Estimating the drift errors statistics in the odometry output during the operation of
the mobile platform. The estimation algorithm should be generic, in the sense that
it can be used with any type of odometry (encoders, visual, LiDAR, . . . etc.). Such
algorithm can be used with any multi-sensor fusion (filtering or optimization-based)
algorithm to achieve accurate localization.
3. Develop an optimization-based multi-sensor fusion scheme using Moving Horizon
Estimation (MHE) for localization. Such scheme should be designed to use any
number of on-board sensors, different sensors rates, missing measurements, and outlier
rejection. Furthermore, one of the main drawbacks of optimization-based multi-sensor
fusion schemes is its computational cost, hence, the localization scheme must be
computationally efficient to be useful for practical implementations.
4. Finally, design a point-stabilization Model Predictive Control (MPC) of a whole-body
mobile manipulator for autonomous navigation and manipulation. The proposed
controller can be integrated with the proposed localization algorithms to achieve
better autonomous operation.
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The solutions proposed for the mentioned problems in Section 1.2 are the following:
1.3.1 A generic image processing pipeline for enhancing the vi-
sual odometry accuracy and robustness
A generic and modular image processing pipeline is proposed to enhance the accuracy
and robustness of feature-based VO algorithms, which can be applied to any type of VO;
monocular, RGB-D or stereo vision.
The proposed pipeline includes additional filtration and pre-processing stages through Con-
trast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) filter with adaptive thresholding
to overcome lighting changes [124]. Additionally, the Suppression via Square Covering
(SSC) is used to avoid any bias in the motion estimation [12]. Finally, a novel outlier
rejection algorithm, referred to as the Angle based Outliers Rejection (AOR), is proposed,
to reject false matched features as well as features captured on a moving object in the scene.
The pipeline is integrated into a monocular, RGB-D, and stereo VO and validated using
KITTI [49] and TUM datasets [144], as well as experimental sequences generated by an
omni-directional mobile robot.
1.3.2 An Online Approach for Estimating the Covariance of Drift
in Odometries
The drift error model for any type of odometry and the drift covariance formula are derived.
Afterwards, the estimation methodology introduced in [110] is generalized and more formally
presented as the DCE algorithm. The estimation methodology can enhance the accuracy
of localization, when integrated to odometry algorithms. Moreover, the proposed DCE is
an online algorithm, i.e. it can estimate the covariance of an odometry while the mobile
platform is operating.
For validating the proposed approach, a comparative study is conducted using several
sequences from the EU Long-term Dataset [169]. The DCE is applied to the LiDAR
Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) measurement [175] which are then fed to a UKF multi-
sensor fusion scheme alongside with noisy GPS measurements. The effect of the proposed
algorithm on enhancing multi-sensor fusion localization accuracy is studied by comparing
the localization output to that resulting from using several constant covariances for the
LOAM measurements.
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1.3.3 A Generic Multi-sensor Fusion Scheme for Localization of
Autonomous Platforms Using Moving Horizon Estimation
A generic multi-sensor fusion framework is developed for the localization of autonomous
platforms using Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE). The proposed method is based on a
multi-threading architecture for efficient computation in practical applications. The MHE
fusion scheme is tested using both simulated data as well as experimental data sequences.
The MHE estimation output is compared to that of a UKF. Finally, an implementation
of the proposed estimation scheme is made open-source for the benefit of the scientific
community. The main contributions of the proposed localization technique are:
• The development of a generic multi-sensor fusion scheme based on MHE for the
localization of autonomous systems using any number of on-board sensors. The
generic fusion scheme considers different sensor rates as well as missing measurements
and outliers.
• A threaded realization of the MHE algorithm to reduce its computational cost to
become more feasible for practical applications.
• A ROS-based open-source implementation of the proposed methodology to facilitate
its validation and ease of deployment on experimental studies.
1.3.4 End-effector Stabilization of a 10-DOF Mobile Manipulator
Using Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
A nonlinear Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme is proposed to stabilize the end-effector
of a 10-DOF mobile manipulator. First, the task-space kinematic model of the mobile
manipulator is formulated, where the overall system rotations are expressed using the 3D
special orthogonal group SO(3). This model is used for state prediction in the nonlinear
MPC formulation, which considers state, control, and kinematic singularity constraints.
The proposed nonlinear MPC is implemented using Robot Operating System (ROS) and the
efficacy of the proposed controller is demonstrated through a series of real-time simulations
using Gazebo dynamic simulator [68]. The results show highly accurate and smooth
stabilization of the end-effector.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 states the motivation behind the proposed work and the problems tackled
in the thesis. Afterwards, the thesis objectives and contributions are stated. Finally,
the overall structure of the thesis is described.
• Chapter 2 discusses the related works to the thesis, which includes the odometry
algorithms recently introduced to solve the localization problem. Moreover, the
different probabilistic multi-sensor fusion approaches used to solve the localization
problem are discussed. Finally, the last section discusses the literature on mobile
manipulators control.
• Chapter 3 considers the development of a generic image processing pipeline which
enhances the performance of visual odometries.
• Chapter 4 introduces the DCE algorithm which estimates the covariance of odometry
measurements during the operation of the autonomous platform.
• Chapter 5 discusses the generic MHE multi-sensor fusion-based localization scheme.
• Chapter 6 discusses the kinematic modeling of a 10-DOF mobile manipulator and
introduces the proposed point-stabilization MPC.
• Finally, chapter 7 contains the final concluding remarks as well as the future works.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Background1
2.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the previous work related to this thesis based on the proposed
objectives. Section 2.2 includes:
• The latest breakthroughs in the development of VO algorithms.
• The research targeting the estimation of uncertainty in sensors used in localization.
• The main sensor fusion techniques used in localization.
• The origin of MHE as well as the recent work proposed for achieving localization
using it.
Afterwards, the state of the art, in the control of mobile manipulators, is reviewed in
Section 2.3.
2.2 Localization of Autonomous Mobile Robots
Localization is the task of estimating the position and orientation, referred to as pose, of a
mobile platform. For autonomous operation, localization becomes crucial, since executing
1Some of the content of this chapter was published as Mostafa Osman, Ahmed Hussein, and Abdulla
Al-Kaff, ”Intelligent Vehicles Localization Approaches between Estimation and Information: A Review,” in
Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. of Vehicular Electronics and Safety (ICVES), 2019 [109].
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any task such as navigation, manipulation (for mobile manipulators), or exploration will
not be possible without the determination of the pose. To this end, throughout the past
decade, a large amount of research was conducted to achieve accurate localization.
2.2.1 Odometries
Historically, an odometer was a sensor which measures the velocity of a moving vehicle,
as well as the distance traveled by it. Normally, this sensor would be an incremental or
absolute encoder generating electrical pulses during the wheel rotation. By counting these
pulses, the speed and distance traveled can be calculated. Lately, the scientific community
started referring to any method, which integrates incremental motion, as an odometry.
Different types of odometries were developed, such as LiDAR odometry [181, 26] and Visual
Odometry (VO) [133, 47], which uses a LiDAR or a camera to determine the incremental
motion between two successive instances. The overall path of the vehicle can then be
determined by integrating these successive incremental motions.
Obviously, the sensors used in developing odometries are not ideal and are susceptible
to noise. By relying on integration, the estimated pose by the odometry suffers from an
accumulation of errors, namely, the drift or the drift error. To this end, many researchers
developed different types of odometries which aim at reducing the drift [64, 134, 65].
Dead-reckoning (also referred to as encoder odometry) is the original method for
determining the pose of ground mobile robots. Using the measurements from encoders fixed
on the wheels of the robot, and through the use of the kinematic model of the robot, the pose
is determined. Dead-reckoning was used extensively for the localization of mobile robots,
however, using only dead-reckoning can lead to very inaccurate results or even complete
divergence. Consequently, additional sensors were integrated to the system to correct for
the drift. In [156], the dead-reckoning measurements were fused with a gyroscope and a
magnetometer in order to achieve more accurate localization. In [150], the measurements
from two encoders, a gyroscope and a magnetometer were fused with the measurements
from ultrasonic sensors, in order to correct the drift error.
Although dead-reckoning is still used in several localization algorithms such as Adaptive
Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) [147, ch. 8] , the use of visual and LiDAR odometries
is now more common. Unlike dead-reckoning, which relies on proprioceptive sensors [138]
for determining the motion of the platform, LiDAR and cameras are exteroceptive sensors,
which measure the change in the environment instead of the change in the platform itself.
The use of LiDAR and cameras in odometries is based on a very similar concept, which is
computing the transformation between the environment features in two consecutive instances
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of time [105, 28]. This transformation describes the motion of the mobile platform (assuming
a static environment). Hence, the overall motion of the platform can be determined through
concatenating the incremental transformations estimated by the odometry.
2.2.2 Visual Odometry
VO can be classified by the type of camera used in the motion estimation to monocular,
stereo and RGB-D (red-green-blue-depth). Alternately, it can also be classified using the
method of motion estimation into feature-based and direct.
Monocular VO uses images captured by only one camera to determine its trajectory.
This technique usually relies on Structure from Motion (SFM) [149, 48, 53, 131]. With one
camera, the motion of the robot can be captured up to an unobservable scale. This scale
can then be determined through the use of an external velocity measurement from a wheel
encoder or an IMU. Several researches also developed methods for estimating the scale of
monocular VO without the use of external sensors such as [183, 182]. Lately, researchers
have also started developing deep-learning techniques for monocular VO [79, 174].
Unlike the monocular VO, the stereo and the RGB-D VO estimate the full pose of the
vehicle without any external measurements [143, 144, 55, 81].
All three categories of VO can be either direct or feature-based approaches. On the one
hand, the feature-based method relies on visual features for calculating the transformation
between consecutive frames. For the detection of such features, a feature detector and
descriptor is used such as Scale Invariant Features Transform (SIFT) [86], Speeded-up
Robust Features (SURF) [14], or Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [129] (see [15]
for a comparison between the different detectors and descriptors). On the other hand, direct
approaches compute the relative transformation between frames, based on the whole image
intensities [7, 40].
Although all these VO techniques are well designed, VO algorithms have a drawback that
it relies on integration, which may suffer from drift errors due to, for example, false matched
features, bad lighting and illumination problems, random noise or motion bias [170].
Image Filtration
Several works addressed the problem of noise in images for VO enhancement. The noise
may be attributed to poor lighting conditions caused by light source flare, random visual
sensor noise, or other noise sources [120].
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In [25], a direct VO algorithm using binary descriptors was used to overcome poor
lighting conditions. The authors showed that the algorithm performed in a robust and
efficient way even under low lighting conditions. This was accomplished by the illumination
invariance property of the binary descriptor within a direct alignment framework. The
VO algorithm proposed therein is a direct method, which is usually more computationally
expensive compared to feature-based VO.
In [180], a robust feature-matching scheme was combined with an effective anti-blurring
frame. The algorithm uses the singular value decomposition to mitigate the effect of blurring
due to vibrations or other factors.
In [171], a stereo visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm
was proposed, which uses Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
filter to locally enhance the image contrast and get more feature details. The CLAHE-
enhanced SLAM algorithm was compared to the results of a VO enhanced by a conventional
histogram equalization and the results of ORB-SLAM2 [101]. The results showed a
superior performance of the CLAHE-enhanced algorithm compared to the other algorithms.
Furthermore, in [178], a robust VO for underwater environment was proposed. In order to
overcome the turbid image quality of underwater imaging, the authors used CLAHE for
contrast enhancement. The authors showed that the use of CLAHE resulted in brighter
and larger visible regions. As a result, unclear structures were made more clear.
Non-maximal Suppression
Non-maximal suppression can be used to avoid poor distribution of features over the image,
which leads to poor VO performance and motion bias. Several non-maximal suppression
algorithms were used in VO [168], [58]. In [99], a feature descriptor was proposed to facilitate
fast feature matching processing while preserving matching reliability. The authors chose
to use the FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) detector [127] along with a
non-maximal suppression algorithm.
In [5], a stereo/RGB-D VO was proposed for mobile robots. Therein, the authors used
the adaptive non-maximal suppression introduced in [19] to enhance the performance of the
feature detector algorithm BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) [23]
by ensuring uniform distribution of features over the image.
In [12], three new and efficient adaptive non-maximal suppression approaches were
introduced, which included the Suppression via Square Covering (SSC) algorithm. The
positive impact of the three algorithms on visual SLAM was demonstrated. Authors in [12]
showed that the output of the three algorithms is visually and statistically similar, however,
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SSC showed lower computational cost which suggests that it is more suitable for real-time
applications such as VO.
Outliers Rejection
Feature-based VO relies on feature detecting and matching for motion estimation. Com-
monly, feature matching algorithms generate a considerable amount of false matched
features [133]. These false matched features lead to the increased error in motion estimation
or the complete divergence of the VO output. Several works in the literature addressed this
problem. In [20], an iterative outlier rejection scheme for stereo-based VO was proposed.
The proposed algorithm was designed to improve the VO motion estimation for high-speed
and large-scale depth environments.
In [42], a stereo VO was proposed which relies on using reference frames instead of all
frames. This was accomplished through first selecting the stable features from a frame using
the quad-matching testing and the grid-based motion statistics. Afterwards, the features
in this frame were matched to the features in a reference frame (instead of the previous
frame), which contains the stable features found in the current frame.
A commonly used outlier rejection approach is the RANdom SAmpling Consensus
(RANSAC). RANSAC is an iterative outlier rejection algorithm, which relies on the
computation of model hypotheses, from randomly selected set of the matched features,
followed by the verification of the hypotheses using the rest of the matched features [47].
In [67], a stereo VO algorithm was proposed which uses a RANSAC based outlier rejection
along with an iterated sigma point Kalman filter to achieve robust frame-to-frame VO
performance. Although RANSAC is effective in removing outliers, the iterative process
sometimes results in poor performance due to a large number of iterations for convergence.
Furthermore, if the number of outliers in the matched points is large, this may lead to
wrong convergence entailing incorrect motion estimation.
2.2.3 Uncertainty Quantification
Ever since Rudolf Kalman proposed the Kalman filter in 1960 [62] and the continuous
Kalman and Bucy filter in 1961 [61], the endeavors for quantifying the sensors covariances
started [92]. Quantifying the noise covariance for a sensor in a multi-sensor fusion scheme
was the subject of several works in the literature. The difficulty in quantifying such
covariances resulted in the emergence of adaptive filtering techniques [34, 93].
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In [172], a combination of a fuzzy logic controller and a conventional Kalman filter for an
INS/GPS was proposed, to correct both the process noise covariance and the measurement
noise covariance. The algorithm was validated using a simulation with an EKF, UKF and an
iterated EKF. The drawback of this method is that, the design of the membership function
for each sensor needed to estimate the covariance, may be challenging. Especially because
each sensor differs in nature and can suffer from different noise sources. Additionally, in case
of odometries, the behavior of drift is unpredictable and designing a membership function
to describe it may be impractical.
Other works used adaptive Kalman filters to estimate the covariance matrices [3].
In [159], a Kalman filter with recursive estimation was presented; to estimate the noise
covariance matrix of the measurements of linear time-invariant systems. Moreover, in [44],
a stability analysis was performed to verify the stability of the estimator. However, this
work was introduced to linear systems and assuming that the sensors are not suffering from
drift.
In [123, 122], a method based on Bayesian Maximum Entropy and Interacting Multiple
Model was proposed to detect and correct the drift in sensors used in Internet of things
(IoT) technologies. In [148, 145], an online method to quantify and eliminate the random
drift error in a Fiber Optic Gyro (FOG) was proposed through adaptive Kalman filtering.
Such works only addressed the random drift noise in FOG and not in general odometries or
general sensors suffering from random drift.
Beside the adaptive filtering approaches, systematic drift errors due to aging and mis-
calibration were also studied. In [162], a blind calibration algorithm was proposed to
calibrate the sensor drift using signal space projection and Kalman filtering. However, in
such case, the drift being addressed is the systematic drift which can be eliminated through
calibration. Moreover, in [161], a deep learning approach was proposed to address the same
issue.
Similarly, most of the literature deals with drift as a systematic error which occurs due to
the loss of calibration, temperature conditions, aging of the sensors or other environmental
conditions. In such cases, this kind of error can be eliminated through calibration or
compensation [21, 76, 16].
There are several works in the literature dealing with drift in odometry. However, in
these works, the methodology adopted by the authors was based on reducing the error in
the odometries. In [33], a VO algorithm, which uses a newly developed feature descriptor,
was introduced to reduce the drift. Similarly, in [114], a convolution neural network was
used to infer the sun direction which, in turn, was used to reduce the drift error in the VO.
In [78], a fusion scheme of monocular vision and radio-based ranging was introduced, to
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reduce the drift error in a SLAM algorithm. In [146], a learning approach was used to solve
the drift problem in a LiDAR-only motion estimation. Although, all these works tried to
reduce drift, it cannot be completely eliminated (except by ideal sensors). In reality, sensors
used in odometries suffer from various types of errors due to ground conditions (slippage),
temperature changes, driving behavior or lighting conditions. Moreover, due to the change
of operational conditions, the drift itself cannot be predicted and the rate of accumulation
of error changes with time. Therefore, it will be useful to estimate the amount of drift in a
given odometry during operation (e.g. to achieve better multisensor fusion).
2.2.4 Multisensor Fusion Localization
Beside odometry, localization can also be tackled using the estimation theory techniques,
by fusing the measurements from different sensors. This approach stems from the Bayesian
estimation techniques.
Bayesian Estimation
Consider a discrete nonlinear system in the following form:
xk = f(xk−1,uk,wk), (2.1)
zk = h(xk,vk), (2.2)
where k ∈ N is the time-step, x ∈ Rn is the state vector, u ∈ Rp is the control vector,
z ∈ Rm is the measurement vector, w ∈ Rq is the process noise, v ∈ Rr is the measurement
noise, f : Rn ×Rp ×Rq → Rn is the nonlinear process model, and h : Rn ×Rr → Rm is the
nonlinear measurement model.
The state vector x and the measurement vector z are random processes, because they
are subjected to both process and measurement noises, respectively. Consequently, one
must use probabilities while dealing with such systems. In other words, the determination
of the system (mobile platform) states becomes bounded to determining the probability
of occurrence of the state given the process and measurement noises. This probability is
called the posterior probability [147]
p(xk|z1:k,u1:k). (2.3)
Assuming that the state xk is complete, i.e., estimating xk+1 depends only on the state
xk. In other words, the previous states x0:k−1, controls u1:k−1, and measurements z1:k−1 do
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not add any information to refine the estimation of the state vector xk+1. This assumption
is referred to as the Markov assumption. Applying it to the posterior in (2.3) yields
p(xk|z1:k,u1:k) = p(xk|xk−1, zk,uk). (2.4)





Observe the conditional independence between zk, and xk−1 and uk. This independence





p(xk|xk−1,uk) is commonly referred to as the prior probability. It is defined as the
probability of occurrence of a state given the previous states and the current controls.
Using the law of total probability, the prior is calculated by integrating over the





Using Eq. (2.6) and (2.7), the posterior of state xk can be estimated using the state xk−1,
the control uk and the measurement zk. This estimation strategy is called the recursive
Bayes filter (see Algorithm 1).
In [38], a multi-sensor fusion framework for sensors used in autonomous vehicles, based
on the Bayesian filter, was proposed. In [103], a discrete Bayes filter was utilized to develop
a lifelong localization algorithm of an autonomous mobile robot. In [18], a distributed
Bayesian approach for data association and positioning was proposed in cooperative vehicular
networks.
Bayes filter is the basis of probabilistic estimation. Through adding certain assumptions
to the estimation problem, different filters can be derived based on the Bayes filter.
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Algorithm 1: Bayes Filter










The Kalman filter [62] is the most widely used estimator for linear systems. Kalman filter
considers a linear time varying system
xk = Akxk−1 +Bkuk + wk (2.10)
zk = Ckxk + vk (2.11)
where A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×p, and C ∈ Rm×n are the system, input and output matrices,
respectively.
The Kalman filter assumes additive zero-mean Gaussian white noises, where white means
that the noise at time-step k is independent from the noise at the previous time-steps.
wk ∼ N (0,Qk), vk ∼ N (0,Rk), (2.12)
where Qk ∈ Rn×n and Rk ∈ Rm×m are the covariance matrices of the process and measure-
ment noises at time-step k, respectively.
Several derivations of the famous Kalman filter, using different methods and perspectives,
were developed. The Kalman filter can be derived using the recursive Minimum Mean
Squared Error (MMSE) estimation as in [140, Ch. 5]. Moreover, the Bayes filter equations
derived in the previous section can be used to drive it. For the rigorous derivation, see [147,
Ch. 3].
The Kalman filter algorithm is stated in Algorithm 2, where P0 is the covariance of
the initial state, P̂k|k−1 ∈ Rn×n and P̂k|k ∈ Rn×n are the prior and posterior covariance
matrices respectively, and K is the Kalman gain. Notice that k|k − 1 indicates the prior,
estimated using the information from the previous time-step (equivalent to Eq. 2.5 in the
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Algorithm 2: Kalman Filter
Initialize with: P0, x0
for k ∈ {1, ...,∞} do
Prediction Step:





Kk = P̂k|k−1C>k (CkP̂k|k−1C>k +Rk)−1
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk(zk − Ckx̂k|k−1)
P̂k|k = (I −KkCk)P̂k|k−1
end
where the ·̂ indicates an estimate (not the true value).
Bayes filter), and k|k indicates the posterior estimated using the information from the
current time-step (equivalent to Eq. 2.6 in the Bayes filter).
The Kalman filter algorithm is the optimal estimator, for linear time invariant systems,
in a least squares sense (if and only if the previously stated assumptions are met).
Extended Kalman Filter
The direct extension to the Kalman filter to nonlinear systems is the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF). The EKF approximates the process and measurement models, using a first
order Taylor expansion, to propagate the uncertainty. Needless to say, this approximation
cancels the optimality of the Kalman filter. However, it can operate sub-optimally for
quasi-linear systems (system with low nonlinearities). In case of highly nonlinear systems,
the performance of the EKF deteriorates.
The EKF was extensively used throughout the past few years in both localization
and filtering-based SLAM. In [41], an EKF-SLAM back-end, based on the detection of
heterogeneous landmarks with a front-end based on visual data, was proposed. In [165],
an integration between the path following and the SLAM problem was made by using
reinforcement learning, for obstacle avoidance, along with an EKF-SLAM algorithm. In [75],
an efficient EKF-SLAM algorithm was developed based on measurement clustering. This
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work tried to address the problem of high computational cost in normal EKF-SLAM at the
presence of large number of landmarks.
As for localization, in [73] a cooperative localization approach was proposed through the
use of a sequential EKF and convex data. In [160], a map-based localization method for
autonomous vehicles was developed using a 3D LiDAR. First, the data from the LiDAR was
processed with a curb detection algorithm and a beam model to extract the information.
Subsequently, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm as well as two Kalman filters
were developed to estimate the position of the vehicle based on the output of the LiDAR
map.
Many researchers proposed multi-sensor fusion-based localization using EKF. In [82], a
multi-sensor fusion scheme based on EKF was proposed for fusing VO produced by two
cameras. In [32], an EKF-based multi-sensor fusion scheme was presented for fusing the
measurements from a LiDAR sensor with the measurements of a camera and an IMU. The
fusion scheme aimed at improving the pose estimation accuracy through multi-sensor fusion.
In [98], a generic EKF-based multi-sensor fusion scheme for localization was developed.
The algorithm can receive measurements from any arbitrary number of sensors, along with
their covariances, and provide the pose estimate.
Unscented Kalman Filter
A more accurate nonlinear extension of the Kalman filter is the Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF), which uses the unscented transform to approximate the probability distributions.
The basic idea of the unscented transform is selecting sample points to represent each
distribution. These sample points are then propagated directly through the nonlinear
model. After propagation, a new Gaussian distribution is calculated using the propagated
samples [158]. UKF deals with nonlinearity and uncertainty propagation in an elegant and
more accurate way, without the need for calculating any Jacobians.
One obvious downside of UKF compared to EKF is the increased computational time,
due to the sampling and the matrix square root, which are calculated each time-step.
In [84], a robust localization method using adaptive UKF, was introduced. The method
used fuzzy inference to adapt the values of its process noise covariance and measurement
covariance. In [179], a nonlinear adaptive square root UKF was used to develop a FastSLAM
algorithm. The UKF filter replaced the traditional particle filters and Kalman filters; to
reduce the particle degradation, linearization errors and eliminate the need of calculating
the Jacobians.
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In [102], the estimation of the pose of a wheelchair was addressed through fusing
the measurements of two encoders, a magnetometer and an accelerometer. The fusion
was accomplished using a UKF. In [80], visual measurements were fused with encoders
measurements to increase the sampling rate of the visual measurements. In [85], a multi-
layer data fusion scheme was proposed. The scheme fused the measurements from encoders,
IMU, and LiDAR sensors using three difference stages. First, a UKF is used, followed by
an AMCL and a 2D normal distribution transform.
Full Information Estimation
Full information estimation is based on a different approach for formulating the estimation
problem. Rather than estimating the states by recursive filters, as in the Bayesian filters, the
estimation problem is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem. The optimization is
performed over the whole history of states, controls, and measurements
x̂0:T = arg max
x0:T
p(x0:T |u1:T , z1:T ), (2.13)
where T ∈ R/{0} is the whole duration of the trajectory being estimated.
The full information estimation is the most general problem in estimation theory. In
fact, the previously discussed filters, such as the Kalman filters, are just a special case of
this problem when inducing specific assumptions.
In essence, the full information estimation can be categorized into two problems: the
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation and the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
The difference between the two estimation problems is that MAP takes a prior into
consideration while MLE assumes it to be uniform.
Maximum a Posteriori Estimation
For the state vector x ∈ X ⊂ Rn and the measurement vector z ∈ Z ⊂ Rm , let X be the
whole state sequence
X := (x0,x1, . . . ,xk) ∈ Xk+1, (2.14)
Z ∈ Z ⊂ Rm be the whole measurements sequence
Z := (z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Zk, (2.15)
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and U ∈ U ⊂ Rr be the whole control sequence through operation. Since the full information
optimization problem accepts constraints, the feasible state, control and measurement sets
are defined as X, U and Z, respectively. Using these sequences, the MAP problem can be
formulated as
X∗ := arg max
X





where p(Z) is the measurement total probability, and is just a normalizing factor that does
not affect the optimization problem. Hence, Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten as:
X∗ := arg max
X
p(X|U,Z) = arg max
X
p(Z|X,U)p(X|U). (2.17)
If the prior is uniformly distributed, it has no effect on the optimization problem and
can be removed. In this case, the problem becomes an MLE, formulated as
X∗ := arg max
X
p(X|Z) = arg max
X
p(Z|X). (2.18)
All the estimators discussed so far stem from the MAP formulation, because the prior
information is considered. The MAP problem is the basis for almost all optimization-based
estimation such as graph-SLAM and bundle adjustment [22].
In [101], the visual SLAM problem is formulated as a bundle adjustment problem.
In [39], the SLAM back-end is implemented as a factor graph with the optimization done
through the use of Levenberg-Marquardt. In [176], the SLAM problem using a 3D LiDAR
data is divided into two parts. First, a LiDAR odometry and then the LiDAR mapping. In
both cases, the author formulates the problem as an MLE optimization problem. In [177],
the authors introduce a multilayer optimization for the data from an IMU, a monocular
camera and a 3D LiDAR.
Least Squares Estimation
Using the MAP formulation, and assuming the Markov assumption as well as white process
and measurement noises, Eq. (2.17) can be factorized as







Furthermore, if the process and measurement noises are assumed to be zero-mean
additive Gaussian noises, i.e., Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 becomes
xk = f(xk−1,uk) + wk, (2.20)
zk = h(xk) + vk, (2.21)






















where x̂0 is the mean of the initial state distribution, and the means x̂k and ẑk, for zero-mean
noises, are defined as
x̂k := f(x̂k−1,uk), (2.25)
ẑk := h(xk). (2.26)
The maximization problem in Eq. (2.19) is equivalent to the minimization of the log
posterior. Therefore, the problem can be written as





Substituting with the Gaussian distributions in Eq. (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24), then
rearranging the equation yields















Eq. (2.28) is the Least Squares Estimation (LSE) cost function. Notice that the only
remaining condition, in order for the least squares estimator to become a Kalman filter, is
the linearity condition. In fact, if the system is linear, the LSE is equivalent to the Kalman
filter.
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As can be seen in Eq. (2.28), each of the three terms of the cost function is defined
using the subtraction operator. The definition of the error in the cost function using the
subtraction operator is only defined for states and measurements over the Euclidean space
Rd, d ∈ N. However, in case of states which exists in non-Euclidean spaces, such as the
rotation manifold, this definition falls apart and a new error function needs to be defined.













where ex : Rn×Rn → Rn is an error function over the state estimates, ez : Rm×Rm → Rm
is an error function over the sensor measurements.
The LSE problem formulation is widely used in SLAM and bundle adjustment problems.
A popular example is the graph optimization library g2o [72].
Note that the information matrix (inverse of covariance matrix) is used here as a
weighting for each component of the estimation. Eq. (2.29) shows that if Q >> R, the
optimization and in turn the estimation will rely on the measurements from the sensors
while neglecting the model prediction. Similarly, if R >> Q, then the optimization and in
turn the estimation will rely more on the prediction model.
The previous formulation for the LSE resulted from the assumption of zero-mean
Gaussians. Other assumptions over the distribution will lead to different types of norms
in the cost function. For example, assuming Laplacian distributions over the process and
measurement noises substitute the l2 norm with an l1 norm [22].
2.2.5 Moving Horizon Estimation
Minimizing the cost function stated in (2.29) becomes, in general, intractable for long
duration of operation, because of the growth of the number of the optimization variables.
Besides, older states effect on current states decreases with time. Accordingly, a Moving
Horizon Estimation (MHE) strategy can be adapted as an approximate approach to a full
information MAP. To this end, for N ∈ N/{0}, the following finite horizon cost function is
defined.
JMHE(XN ,ZN ) =
1
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where N is the estimation horizon,
XN := (xk−N ,xk−N+1, . . . ,xk) ∈ XN+1,
ZN := (zk−N+1, . . . , zk) ∈ ZN ,
are the history of robot states and measurements over the estimation horizon,
||ex(xk−N , x̂k−N )||2P−1k−N is the arrival cost of the moving horizon problem, and the weighting
matrix Pk−N is the estimation covariance of the (k −N)-th state, which can be computed
using the EKF Riccati equation [121]
Pk+1 = Qk + FkPkF>k − FkPkH>k (Rk +HkPkH>k )−1HkPkF>k ,

















subject to xi = f(xi−1,ui) ∀ k −N ≤ i ≤ k, (2.32b)
xi ∈ X ∀ k −N ≤ i ≤ k, (2.32c)
ui ∈ U ∀ k −N + 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (2.32d)
Several works proposed the use of MHE in multi-sensor fusion localization. In [94, 132],
a nonlinear MHE was used for relative localization of a multi robot system. An efficient
algorithm based on real-time iteration scheme was proposed, to solve the high computation
problem. In [141], a distributed MHE for a mobile robot localization problem was introduced,
using sensor networks. The estimator stability and the approximation of the arrival costs
were discussed.
In [66], a localization algorithm was developed, which fuses the measurements of a
laser range finder along with the wheel odometry data of an autonomous vehicle. The
optimization problem was formulated as an MHE problem (as in Eq. 2.32) and solved using
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP).
In [83], a multi-rate MHE was developed for localization through fusing the data from
sensors having different sampling times. The proposed MHE used an inertial sensor and a
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camera with different sampling rates. The constrained optimization problem was solved
using interior point algorithm. Furthermore, the input-to-state stability of the estimator
was studied in the presence of bounded disturbances and noises.
In [66], the authors combined an EKF with MHE for three-dimensional underwater
localization. The algorithm achieved a compromise between better accuracy and lower
computational requirement. MHE was used to fuse a laser range sensor measurement and
the odometry information of a vehicle to achieve more robust localization against outliers
in the laser range sensor measurements.
Similarly, in [37], a multi-rate MHE sensor fusion algorithm in the presence of time-
delayed measurements and missing measurements was developed. A computationally
efficient implementation of linear MHE was proposed, only for the case where an analytical
solution of the linear MHE problem was be found.
In most of the aforementioned work, the proposed algorithms were based on linear
measurement and system models to avoid the high computational cost of the MHE im-
plementation. Furthermore, the solutions proposed were case specific and, in most cases,
cannot be generalized to arbitrary number of sensor measurements.
2.3 Control of Autonomous Mobile Manipulators
The separate control of mobile robots and robotic arms was studied extensively in the
literature. The considered control problems can be categorized under point-stabilization,
trajectory tracking, and path following. The commonly used control techniques include
feedback linearization [30], robust control [69], fuzzy-based feedback linearization [115],
adaptive control [117, 142], and Model Predictive Control (MPC) [43, 95, 167].
Several studies that consider controlling mobile manipulators as a combined system
also exist. For example, in [139], the authors designed a whole-body controller based on
feedback linearization, which controls the end-effector pose of a mobile manipulator; the
controller was tested on a 7-DOF mobile manipulator. In [113], an adaptive back-stepping
control for the trajectory tracking of mobile manipulators was proposed. In [97], a robust
nonlinear controller with uncertainty estimator was developed; the controller was validated
through simulations for a 7-DOF mobile manipulator. Furthermore, in [11], linear MPC for
developing a reactive constrained controller of an omni-directional mobile base with a 5-DOF
robotic arm was used. All the aforementioned studies considered mobile manipulators with
non-redundant arms. This simplifies the problem, due to the presence of a closed-form
inverse kinematics solutions for such arms. Thus, the control of the mobile manipulator
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end-effector can be designed in the configuration (joint) space by utilizing a separate
closed-form inverse kinematics module, see, e.g. [11].
MPC is popular in the field of controls because of its ability to handle constrained
possibly nonlinear multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) systems. In MPC, a cost function
characterizing the control objective is minimized using an open-loop control sequence or
function while state and control constraints are considered. The first part of the resulting
open-loop control is then applied to the system. Finally, the process is repeated every





The drawback of Visual Odometry (VO) is the reliance on integration, which means that if
during operation, the incremental motion estimation diverged, the overall pose estimation
will diverge. This could happen due to, for example, false matched features, bad lighting
and illumination problems, random noise or motion bias [170].
To overcome the above mentioned issues, in this chapter, a generic and modular image
processing pipeline is proposed to enhance the accuracy and robustness of feature-based VO
algorithms, which can be applied to any type of VO; monocular, RGB-D or stereo vision.
The proposed pipeline includes additional filtration and pre-processing stages through
CLAHE filter with adaptive thresholding to overcome lighting changes [124]. Additionally,
the SSC is used to avoid any bias in the motion estimation [12]. Finally, a novel outlier
rejection algorithm referred to as Angle based Outliers Rejection (AOR) is proposed, to
reject false matched features as well as features captured on a moving object in the scene.
The pipeline is integrated into a stereo, RGB-D, and monocular VO and validated using
KITTI [49] and TUM datasets [144], as well as experimental sequences generated by an
omni-directional mobile robot.
The contribution of this chapter is integrating the CLAHE filter and the SSC algorithm
as well as the proposed AOR algorithm to the VO. The results show that the three stages
1This chapter is under submission at the IEEE Trans. on Intelligent Transportation Systems as Mohamed
Sabry, Mostafa Osman, Ahmed Hussein, Mohamed W. Mehrez, Soo Jeon, and William Melek, ”A Generic
Image Processing Pipeline for Enhancing Accuracy and Robustness of Visual Odometry.”.
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play an integral part to enhancing the performance of VO while overcoming the drawbacks
of every individual stage.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows, Section 3.2 explains the proposed
pipeline with the different filtration steps. The experimental work is presented in Section 3.3
which also includes the implementation details, along with the used datasets and the
evaluation metrics. Section 3.4 presents the results and discussions. Finally, Section 3.5
provides concluding remarks.
3.2 Proposed Pipeline
In this section, the components of the proposed image processing pipeline are introduced.


























Figure 3.1: Proposed pipeline for the robust feature-based VO with the added filtration
stages highlighted in red
3.2.1 Image Pre-processing
The pre-processing stage consists of applying a simple blurring filter to remove some of
the noise in the image followed by applying an Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE)
technique, namely CLAHE [184]. CLAHE is applied to each input frame to enable the
feature detector to find sufficient number of features per frame. Although traditional AHE
techniques tend to over-amplify the noise in the nearly constant regions in an image, CLAHE
filter prevents this over-amplification by limiting the histogram values. The effect of the
CLAHE is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Moreover, to ensure that the CLAHE filter adapts to different lighting conditions,
the threshold value of the CLAHE is made adaptive to the ratio between the minimum,
maximum, and the median of the intensity values in the frame, as presented in (3.1). The
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Original Image
Image after applying CLAHE
Figure 3.2: The effect of CLAHE filter on the image. Top: The image before applying
CLAHE, Bottom: The image after applying the CLAHE algorithm with the adaptive
thresholding [The image was taken from KITTI dataset]
adaptation of the threshold value enables the CLAHE filter to adapt to different lighting
conditions during the mobile platform operation and to avoid deterioration of the VO
performance, caused by too high or too low brightness in the images. Specifically, the





where τk and Ik are the contrast threshold for the CLAHE filter, and the 2D image data at
the k-th time step, respectively.
An example of the output of CLAHE filter is shown in Fig. 3.2. The effect of the sun
can be seen in the original image which leads to bright regions in the top middle of the
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image and dark regions on the left and the right of the image. Applying CLAHE results in
decreasing the effect of the sun on the image and increasing the amount of information,
which can then be used by the feature detector algorithm to capture more stable features
from the image.
3.2.2 Features Detection and Matching
After the image pre-processing, the current image Ik is passed to a feature detector. The
extracted set of features, denoted by Fk, is then matched with the set of those from the
previous frame Fk−1. Then, the set of matched features Pk−1:k is used for estimating the
incremental motion between the two images Ik−1 and Ik.
One of the main causes of error in the motion estimation is the poor distribution of
features associated with the image [170, 5]. Another cause of poor motion estimation is the
presence of outliers in the detected and matched features. Therefore, in this proposed work,
we added the SSC as well as the proposed AOR steps to the pipeline.
Suppression via Square Covering
Before passing the feature set Fk to the feature matching algorithm, the features are first
passed to the SSC [12] algorithm to make sure the captured features are homogeneously
distributed over the whole captured image Ik.
The SSC algorithm is an approximation of the Suppression via Disk Covering (SDC). It
relies on an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm, which uses a randomized search tree.
In contrast, the SSC achieves comparable results with a single query operation per search
range guess. Accordingly, the SSC has a better efficiency and scalability over the SDC.
Besides, SSC applies square approximation for the SDC to avoid computing the Euclidean
distance between a large number of features. This allows the SSC algorithm to execute in
runtime with lower complexity as the number of features increase.
The effect of using the SSC algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.3-(a), shows the
original output of SURF feature detector where the feature density is higher in the top
right region of the image. As shown in Fig. 3.3-(b), after applying the SSC, the density of
the features is almost the same across the image (except for regions which did not contain
any features).
Although several feature matching algorithms were introduced in the literature [100],
those algorithms generate a considerable amount of false matched points (as can be seen
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(a) Original detection and matching (b) Adding SSC
(c) Adding AOR (d) Adding SSC and AOR
Figure 3.3: The effect of SSC, and AOR on the features detection and matching. The
previous frame is shown as the red component of Ik−1 and the current frame is shown as
the blue component of Ik. The green crosses (+) and the blue circles (◦) represent the
features Fk−1 and Fk respectively. Finally, the red lines represent the matched pairs in
Pk−1:k. Each of the images represents the following: (a) the original features pairs through
using SURF detector and a brute-force matching algorithm, (b) shows the features pairs
after adding the SSC algorithm only. (c) shows the features pairs after adding the AOR
algorithm only, and finally (d) shows the features pairs after adding both SSC and AOR.
in Fig. 3.3-(a) and Fig. 3.3-(b)). Motivated by this issue, in this chapter, a novel outlier
rejection algorithm is introduced and integrated to the overall VO pipeline to remove those
false matched points.
Angle based Outliers Rejection (AOR) for feature matching
To filter the produced matched points from outliers, a new outlier rejection algorithm called
the AOR is proposed. In addition to removing false matched features, the AOR can remove
features detected on dynamic objects in the scene, as long as the dynamic object motion is
different from that of the vehicle.
Usually, during the motion of the camera, the farther the feature from the center of the
image (the principal point), the more the feature moves. Although the amount of movement
of a feature in the successive images is different depending on its position, it should be
comparable to the motion of other features. False matched points tend to show a larger
amount of feature motion through the image as shown in Fig. 3.3-(a). The AOR uses the
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distance traveled by the feature in the successive images along with the actual position of
the feature in those images to remove false matched points.
Figure 3.4: Visual illustration of θc and θp for three different features pairs in the an image.
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the two metrics used by the proposed AOR. AOR can be divided
into two steps. First, the angle θc between the lines drawn from the center of the image to
the feature (shown in Fig. 3.4) in Ik−1 and Ik is simply calculated as [164]
θc,i = arccos









where (xk−1,i, yk−1,i) and (xk,i, yk,i) are the coordinates of the i-th feature in the frames Ik−1
and Ik, with respect to the center of the image, respectively. Notice that θc represents the
amount of feature motion irrespective of its position in the frame. θc for different feature
positions is illustrated in the top plot of Fig. 3.4.
Second, the Euclidean distance traveled by the feature projected on a reference circle as
















where R is the radius of the reference circle. Notice that R determines the sensitivity of
the values of θp. The larger the radius, the smaller the angle for larger Euclidean distances.








where cx and cy are the centers of the image, and ζ is a parameter which controls the size of
the radius. During the experimentation, the best results were obtained by ζ = 8, however,
different values may work better for different conditions.
Using the two angles θc and θp, a score S is computed for each feature as:
Si = |θc,iθp,i(θc,i − θp,i)|. (3.6)
Notice that for every matched feature, the greater θp and θc values and the difference
between them, the larger the score AOR yields.
Finally, a feature is selected as an inlier, if its AOR score value is less than a threshold
η calculated as
η = c ·median (S), (3.7)
where S is the score set of the matched features, and c > 1 is a parameter, which is set to 2
in this work (through tuning). The overall AOR algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Fig. 3.3-(c) shows the effect of AOR on the detected features. By using AOR, all the
outliers, which are present in Fig. 3.3-(a), are removed, and only the true features describing
the motion of the camera remain. Furthermore, notice the effect of the AOR algorithm in
removing the features detected on the moving vehicle present in the image, since the motion
of such features does not agree with the motion of the remaining features. Fig. 3.3-(d)
shows the effect of both SSC and AOR on the image, where the inliers remaining in the
image are better distributed due to the SSC effect.
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Algorithm 3: AOR Algorithm
Set R and η
for pi ∈ Pk−1:k do
Calculate θc,i as in Eq. (3.2).
Calculate the euclidean distance of the feature motion E defined in (3.3).
Calculate θp,i as in Eq. (3.4).
Calculate the feature AOR score S as in Eq. (3.6).
Push Si → S.
end
Calculate η as in Eq. 3.7.
for pi ∈ Pk−1:k do




where P̂k−1:k is the set of matched features inliers.
The filtered matched feature set P̂k−1:k can then be passed to any VO algorithm to
estimate the incremental motion of the camera and to compute the odometry.
3.3 Experimental Works
To show the generic aspect of the proposed pipeline, a simple stereo, RGB-D, and monocular
VO algorithms are implemented for validation. The motion estimation techniques used are
the same as those described in [133].
The algorithms are implemented in Python using OpenCV library, SURF for feature
tracking, and the extracted features are matched between consecutive frames by brute-
force search. All experiments and tests were conducted on a computer with an Intel
i7-8850H 6-core processor running at 2.60 GHz using 16 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu
16.04. Furthermore, the algorithms were implemented with a ROS wrapper node, to be
compatible with ROS framework [118].
The VO algorithms are then used to estimate the motion of the camera using sequences
from KITTI [49], TUM [144] as well as experimental sequences generated by Summit-XL
Steel manufactured by Robotnik Inc. [126]. The performance of the pipeline is evaluated
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through several comparisons which demonstrate the effect of the added stages to the VO
pipeline.
3.3.1 Motion Estimation
Stereo / RGB-D Visual Odometry
The stereo and RGB-D VO algorithms used in this chapter rely on solving the same
3D-to-2D correspondence problem. First, the features in the frame Ik−1 along with the
disparity map or the depth image are used to produce the 3D features Fk−1 in Ik−1. The
motion of the camera is then estimated by solving the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem.
The PnP problem is solved in a RANSAC scheme to achieve better motion estimation [47].




∥∥∥f ik − F̂ ik−1∥∥∥2
2
(3.8)
Tk−1:k ∈ SE(3) is the transformation matrix describing the incremental motion between
time-steps k − 1 and k, f ik is the i-th 2D feature in the current frame, F̂ ik−1 is the same
feature in 3D, reprojected from frame Ik−1 onto the current frame Ik through Tk−1:k, and
Nf is the total number of features in the frame.
Monocular Visual Odometry










= 0, ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ Nf (3.9)
where E ∈ R3×3 is the essential matrix for the calibrated camera [53].
The essential matrix E is estimated using the five-point algorithm proposed in [104].
After obtaining the essential matrix, it is decomposed to the translation and rotation of
the camera as described in [53]. Furthermore, the motion estimation algorithm is executed
in the least median of squares (LMEDS) [128] scheme in order to achieve better motion
estimation.
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Using a monocular camera, the ego-motion of the camera can be estimated up to a scale.
To compensate for this scale, a velocity measurement of the vehicle needs to be available
through the use of an external sensor such as wheel encoders, an IMU, a GPS, or through
the CAN data from the vehicle’s tachometer.
The implementation of the VO algorithms from scratch was intended for the ease of
integration of the proposed pipeline. However, the pipeline, in general, can be integrated to
any VO implementation.
3.3.2 Datasets
KITTI Vision Benchmark Dataset
KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite was selected as a publicly available dataset [49]. The
dataset provides ground-truth ego-motion for 11 training sequences and 11 test sequences.
The ground-truth is provided as a list of 6D poses for the training sequences, whereas for
the test sequences evaluation results are obtained by submitting to the KITTI website. The
dataset is sampled at 10 Hz at an average speed of 90 km/h, which creates a challenge in
using the dataset for training and testing. Sequence 3 from the training subset is no longer
available, as it was removed by KITTI for its similarities with the test sequences.
The dataset comprises the following information: raw synced and rectified color images
from the left and right cameras and raw 3D GPS/IMU unfiltered data, along with the
timestamps for all recordings. In order to convert the raw data to ROS bagfiles, kitti2bag
package was used [70]. The dataset also provides a tool for evaluating the performance of
the VO and visual SLAM algorithms. This tool was used in the chapter for evaluating the
proposed pipeline in the case of KITTI dataset.
TUM RGB-D Dataset
TUM RGB-D dataset is a large dataset containing sequences captured by an RGB-D camera
along with its ground-truth to establish a benchmark for evaluation of VO and visual SLAM
algorithms [144]. The dataset contains the color and depth images taken by a Microsoft
Kinect camera while the ground-truth was recorded using a high-accuracy motion capture
system with eight high-speed tracking cameras (100 Hz). The data was recorded using a 30
Hz rate with the camera resolution (640× 460). The dataset also provides an online tool
through which the results are submitted for evaluating the performance of VO and visual
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SLAM systems. In this chapter, the TUM sequences are evaluated using the Relative Pose
Error (RPE) which is recommended by the dataset for VO algorithms [151].
RPE is basically the error in relative motion between the pairs of the VO output. The
evaluation tool by TUM dataset computes the error between all pairs of the output and
generates the evaluation metrics such as the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), mean,
max, etc. In this chapter, the RMSE error for the translation and orientation is used for
evaluation.
Images from Omnidirectional Robot
Summit XL Steel is a ground mobile robot with meccanum wheels shown in Fig. 3.5. The
robot is equipped with a Velodyne LiDAR sensor [154], an Astra RGB-D Camera [10], a
Pix-hawk 3 auto-pilot used as an IMU [116], and wheel encoders. Several experiments were
made using the robot to validate the proposed pipeline, while using the VICON motion
capture system as a reference [155]. The VICON system used, consists of 12 cameras and
the VICON bridge package was used to couple VICON with ROS [2]. Since the RGB-D VO
case is tested and validated using TUM dataset, the Summit-XL Steel sequences are used
to validate the monocular VO, while relying on the wheel encoders for getting the speed for
motion scaling. The evaluation is again conducted using the RMSE error for translation
and orientation.
Figure 3.5: The omni-directional mobile robot used for validating the monocular VO
algorithm with the proposed pipeline.
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Three different sequences were executed using the robot in remote-control mode. In
the first two sequences, the robot moved in a semi-rectangular paths while, in the third
sequence, the robot moved in a circular path. The total length of each of the paths were
12.5 meters in case of the rectangular paths and 6.5 meters in case of the circular path.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 KITTI Vision Benchmark Dataset / Stereo VO
Pose Accuracy Comparison
In order to show the efficacy of the proposed algorithm, the pose estimation results from
a stereo VO are reported with and without the proposed pipeline. Table 3.1 shows the
accuracy comparison using the 10 sequences available from the KITTI dataset. The results
shown are the translation and rotation RMSE values generated by the dataset evaluation
tool. As can be seen in the table, the pipeline enhanced the pose estimation accuracy in
almost all the sequences.
Table 3.1: KITTI Dataset Accuracy Comparison
Sequence Number
VO without Pipeline VO with AOR VO with Pipeline
Tr (%) Rot (\deg/m) Tr (%) Rot (deg/m) Tr (%) Rot (deg /m)
0 1.85 0.011 1.80 0.011 1.68 0.011
1 5.14 0.013 5.33 0.013 4.72 0.012
2 6.99 0.036 1.82 0.016 1.89 0.017
4 3.91 0.007 2.75 0.006 0.33 0.007
5 2.38 0.011 2.75 0.012 2.43 0.009
6 2.62 0.010 2.74 0.010 2.88 0.010
7 2.11 0.016 1.95 0.014 2.07 0.015
8 2.57 0.012 2.65 0.011 1.92 0.012
9 2.70 0.019 2.86 0.019 1.78 0.019
10 2.65 0.020 2.82 0.02 2.02 0.020
Overall 3.29 0.015 2.71 0.013 2.18 0.013
In sequence 2 (shown in Fig. 3.6), note that the effect of the pipeline is very obvious since
the presence of the pipeline significantly enhanced the pose estimation accuracy compared
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Figure 3.6: The pose estimation results of sequence 2 in KITTI dataset with and without
pipeline along with the dataset ground-truth. The proposed pipeline significantly enhances
the output accuracy of the VO is this sequence. The VO output without the pipeline suffers
from major drift errors and can even be considered to diverge.
to the VO pose estimation without the pipeline. Notice that the reason for the divergence
of the VO in the first case is due to the absence of enough features in the images, which
made the VO unable to estimate the incremental motion for long durations in the sequence.
On the other hand, using the CLAHE filter increases the number of stable features in the
images, while using the AOR algorithm along with the RANSAC (which is present in both
cases), ensures more accurate incremental motion estimation for all received images. This
leads to a much better VO output as shown in Fig. 3.6.
In sequence 5, although the average translation RMSE of the VO without the pipeline
is lower than that with the pipeline, the actual performance of the pose estimation for
the VO with the pipeline is much better (as shown in Fig. 3.7). The real performance of
the VO odometry is not reflected in Table 3.1 because the drift in the orientation of the
VO without the pipeline causes some estimated poses to look closer to the ground truth
compared to the VO output with the pipeline. However, the overall path estimated by the
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Figure 3.7: The pose estimation results of sequence 5 in KITTI dataset with and without
pipeline along with the dataset ground-truth. The performance of the VO with the pipeline
enhances the performance of the VO in both translation and orientation estimation. This is
not reflected in the average RMSE of the sequenec due to the drift in the orientation of the
VO without the pipeline which causes some estimated pose to look closed to the ground
truth although the overall estimated trajectory is much worse.
VO with the pipeline is superior to that of the VO without the pipeline.
Finally, in the case of sequence 6, the performance of the VO without pipeline outper-
formed that of the VO with pipeline. This may be attributed to the fact that the amount
of features available after applying the AOR is not enough for accurate motion estimation.
This is further discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Effect of AOR
One of the contributions of the chapter is the new outlier rejection algorithm named AOR.
In this subsection, the effect of AOR alone on the performance of the VO is studied. To this
end, the translation and orientation RMSE results for the VO with AOR are also reported.
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Figure 3.8: The pose estimation results of sequence 6 in KITTI dataset with and without
pipeline along with the dataset ground-truth. The VO without pipeline shows more
accurate pose estimation compared to VO with pipeline. However, the performance of both
algorithms are very similar.
As shown in Table 3.1, the AOR significantly contributed to the enhancement of some
of the sequences. For example, the table shows that the use of AOR was responsible for
the enhancement of sequence 2 which diverged without the use of it as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Furthermore, the use of AOR also resulted in better results for sequences 0, 4, and 7.
As can be seen in the results, the AOR algorithm is an aggressive outlier rejection
method. In other words, the AOR might result in the removal of matched features with
slight deviations. This means that the use of AOR on a frame, requires the presence of a
sufficient amount of stable features for motion estimation. Otherwise, the AOR will lead to
the deterioration of the motion estimation due to decreasing the amount of matched features.
This is why the integration of AOR with CLAHE and SSC is a very good combination
because each of the three stages plays a role in enhancing the motion estimation while
complementing the negative effects of the other ones.
Although the use of AOR can lead to the removal of many matched features, the presence
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of CLAHE increases the amount of stable features in the frames (an example is shown in
Fig. 3.10). Moreover, despite the increase in features due to CLAHE, this might lead to a
concentration of features in a certain region of the image. However, the use of SSC prevents
such poor distribution of the features. Although the use of CLAHE, while adding more
stable features, can also add more outliers, the AOR acts on removing these outliers. In
conclusion, the presence of the three stages of the pipeline acts as a desirable combination
to overcome the drawbacks of each of the stages while utilizing their advantages.
It is worth mentioning that the AOR resulted in worse results for some of the sequences,
yet, the overall performance of the VO with the pipeline (2.71%) was better than that of
the VO without the pipeline (3.29%). Furthermore, the use of the complete pipeline still
resulted in better accuracy for almost all sequences compared to the VO without pipeline
as shown in Table 3.1.
Computational Cost
It is expected that adding processing stages to the VO algorithm will lead to an increase in
computational time. This can indeed be seen in Table 3.2, where the average computation
time for the VO is reported after adding each of the proposed stages of the pipeline. As
expected, the computational time of the VO algorithm increases with every step added.
However, the significant benefits in the accuracy and the pose estimation can easily outweigh
the increased computational cost.
In Table 3.2, the computation time of the VO algorithm with the AOR algorithm
only is reported. Notice that the computation time of the algorithm after adding the
AOR to the VO is less than that of the VO without AOR. As discussed in Section 3.2,
this is due to the fact that the AOR removes the false matched features. Accordingly,
this simplifies the mission of the RANSAC which results in a faster motion estimation
convergence, and a faster performance as shown in Table 3.2. This also explains why the
full pipeline computational time is less than the case of adding CLAHE only or CLAHE
and SSC.
The mentioned average computational time shows that the algorithm is capable of
working in real-time while receiving up to 6 fps. The performance of the algorithm, as
well as the accuracy of the pose estimation, can be further enhanced through the use of a
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) and mutli-threading processing.
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Table 3.2: Computation Time Comparison For KITTI Sequences.
VO Type
Comp. Time





Vanilla 116 ± 31 3.29 0.0154
CLAHE 176 ± 36 2.88 0.0136
CLAHE and SSC 181 ± 34 2.86 0.0136
AOR Only 106 ± 24 2.71 0.0134
Full Pipeline 160 ± 35 2.18 0.0133
3.4.2 TUM RGB-D Dataset / RGB-D VO
Pose Accuracy Comparison
Table 3.3 shows the translation and orientation RMSE for 9 sequences from TUM RGB-D
dataset. As shown in the Table, the RGB-D VO with the proposed pipeline shows better
pose estimation accuracy for all sequences. This enhancement varies from one sequence to
another based on the lighting, and the number of features available in each sequence.
Table 3.3: TUM Accuracy Comparison
Seq. Name
VO without Pipeline VO with Pipeline
Tr (m) Rot (deg) Tr (m) Rot (deg)
fr1/xyz 0.24 8.80 0.04 2.08
fr1/desk 0.43 19.5 0.07 3.55
fr1/desk2 0.46 23.8 0.09 6.74
fr1/room 0.32 23.5 0.12 5.73
fr2/pioneer 360 0.18 6.50 0.10 3.58
fr2/pioneer slam 0.10 3.60 0.09 2.38
fr2/pioneer slam2 0.07 2.82 0.07 2.00
fr2/pioneer slam3 0.07 2.03 0.05 1.44
fr2/desk 0.19 5.20 0.02 0.64
Overall 0.23 10.6 0.07 3.12
Fig. 3.9 shows an example of the pose estimation output from the VO algorithm with
and without the pipeline. It can be seen that the VO without the proposed pipeline suffers
from large motion estimation errors at the beginning of the path, which in turn results
in large drift errors over the rest of the path. As for the VO with the pipeline, although
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Figure 3.9: The pose estimation results for the sequence fr1/pioneer 360 in TUM dataset
with and without pipeline along with the dataset ground-truth. The pose estimation
accuracy of the VO with pipeline is superior while the VO without the pipeline suffers from
both poor translation and orientation estimation.
there is still an error in the estimated path, the error is significantly smaller than that of
the VO without the pipeline especially at the beginning of the path causing a much better
estimation for the rest of the path. The better performance of the VO with the pipeline
algorithm is attributed to the increased amount of detected features at the beginning of
the path compared to that of the VO without the pipeline.
Since the TUM sequences are recorded indoors, adding the CLAHE stage results in a
significant increase in the detected features (some examples are shown in Fig. 3.10). Note
that for these sequences an RGB-D VO algorithm is used, which means that only the
features with an observable depth by the depth sensor can be used for motion estimation. In
other words, the far features in the images cannot be used. Through the SSC algorithm, the
features detected in the images are well distributed and thus the number of close features
with observable depth increases (see Fig. 3.10).
The results shown in Fig. 3.9 and Table 3.3 confirm the efficacy of the proposed pipeline
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Figure 3.10: Three examples from TUM sequences showing the effect of CLAHE and SSC
in indoor scenarios. The images in the top row shows the images with the detected features
using SURF detected without the use of CLAHE and SSC algorithm. The images in the
bottom row shows the features detected by SURF after adding the CLAHE and SSC stages.
for VO algorithms even for indoor scenarios.
Computational Cost
Table 3.4 shows the average computational time for the VO with the different added stages.
Notice that in this case, the results are slightly different from those of the computation cost
analysis shown for KITTI sequences. As expected, the computational cost increases for the
different stages of the proposed pipeline. However, in KITTI sequences, adding the AOR
algorithm to the pipeline resulted in a faster performance compared to the VO without
any stages. This is not the case for TUM sequences, where the computational cost still
increases with the AOR algorithm. It is postulated that the amount of features detected in
the case of TUM is larger or the number of outliers in the matched features set is larger.
Nevertheless, adding the AOR to the pipeline, results in lowering the computation cost
of the VO algorithm. As can be seen in Table 3.4, the average computational cost of the
VO algorithm when adding CLAHE and SSC is larger than that of the overall pipeline
computational cost.
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Table 3.4: Computation Time Comparison For TUM Sequences.
VO Type
Comp. Time





Vanilla 118 ± 26 0.229 10.6
CLAHE 179 ± 48 0.213 10.7
CLAHE and SSC 185 ± 53 0.210 9.98
AOR Only 169 ± 36 0.135 10.4
Full Pipeline 176 ± 40 0.073 3.13
3.4.3 Summit XL Steel Sequences / Monocular VO
Pose Accuracy Comparison
The translation and orientation RMSE is reported in Table 3.5 for three different scenarios.
The results show the accuracy enhancement in the case of the VO with the pipeline. For
the Summit XL Steel robot sequences, a monocular VO algorithm was used for validating
the proposed processing pipeline. Since the scale is unobservable, the wheel encoders of
the robot are used to calculate its speed and the scale of the odometry. This means that
a component of the error is due to the error in the velocity measurement taken by the
encoders. However, since the same data is used for both cases, this effect is the same for
both cases and will not make any bias in the comparison.
Table 3.5: Summit Accuracy Comparison
Seq. Name
VO without Pipeline VO with Pipeline
Tr (m) Rot (deg) Tr (m) Rot (deg)
Rectangle 1 0.49 1.67 0.34 1.51
Rectangle 2 0.25 1.69 0.25 1.52
Circle 0.50 2.09 0.48 2.07
Overall 0.31 1.75 0.27 1.67
Fig. 3.11 shows the estimation results for VO with and without the pipeline. As can
be seen in the figure, the accuracy is superior in the case of the VO with the proposed
pipeline. This is especially true at the end of the sequence, at which the VO without the
pipeline suffered from large drift error. The presence of the AOR resulted in removing
many matched outliers which would have caused bad motion estimation and a significant
amount of drift errors in the case of VO without the proposed pipeline.
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Figure 3.11: The pose estimation results for a rectangular sequence executed by Summit
XLS steel. The Figure shows the output of the VO with and with the proposed pipeline.
The VO with the pipeline shows better pose accuracy especially at the end of the sequence
while the VO without the pipeline suffers from significant amount of drift error.
Computational Cost
Table 3.6 shows the computational time analysis of several combinations of VO algorithms
including the proposed VO algorithm. As was illustrated before, the best computational
performance was for the VO with the AOR algorithm. This is a direct result of the better
outliers removal of the AOR which results in a better and faster convergence of the motion
estimation algorithm. The Table also shows the translation and orientation RMSE for each
of the different VO combinations. The results confirm that the proposed VO results in the
best performance.
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Table 3.6: Computation Time Comparison For Summit XLS Steel Sequences.
VO Type
Comp. Time





Vanilla 148 ± 28 0.315 1.68
CLAHE 165 ± 47 0.350 1.68
CLAHE and SSC 168 ± 42 0.302 1.74
AOR Only 132 ± 19 0.287 1.68
Full Pipeline 158 ± 34 0.275 1.67
Table 3.7: The Pipeline Effect on VO
Dataset Tr [%] Rot [%] Comp. Time [ms]
KITTI -33% -13% +44
TUM -68% -70% +58
Summit -12% -0.5% +10
3.4.4 Discussion
For all the scenarios, and for all VO types used in this chapter, the proposed pipeline
showed better performance compared to the VO without the pipeline. Specifically, adding
the three additional stages to the actual VO algorithm enhanced the accuracy by an average
of 37% for the considered datasets. These additional three stages can be added to any
feature-based VO algorithm to enhance its accuracy and robustness.
In Table 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6, the results for different combinations of three proposed stages
were reported. In the three cases, the VO with the full proposed pipeline showed better pose
estimation accuracy. This shows that the three stages proposed in this chapter are integral.
Each one of the three serves its own purpose and contributes to the overall enhancement.
However, as expected, this came with an increase in the computational cost of the algorithm.
Notice that the increase in the computational cost is still not significant (an average of 37
ms) and does not result in a large reduction in the number of frames per second. In most
applications, this increase in the computational cost can be accepted, to improve the pose
estimation accuracy in return (as shown in Table 3.7).
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an image processing pipeline was introduced to enhance the accuracy and
robustness of VO algorithms. The proposed pipeline consists of three stages, CLAHE, SSC,
and AOR. Each stage addresses a separate issue associated with pose estimation error.
The proposed pipeline is intended to be generic and modular, which can be embedded
in any feature-based algorithm in order to enhance its performance. In order to validate
the proposed pipeline, sequences from KITTI and TUM datasets, as well as experimental
sequences generated by a commercial omni-directional mobile robot were used. For each
dataset, one type of VO was used for validation, namely stereo, RGB-D and monocular.
The quantitative and qualitative results show that the proposed pipeline has a significant






In Chapter 3, a generic pipeline for enhancing VO output was introduced. However, as
shown in the results of the chapter, the VO output still suffered from drift error. In
fact, any type of odometry is bound to drift over time. Although several works in the
literature attempt to reduce the drift in odometries (as discussed in Chapter 2.2.3), they
still always suffer from drift due to their reliance on integration. Therefore, in this chapter,
the estimation of the statistics of such drift is tackled. The proposed work can be integrated
with any odometry in order to estimate the covariance and consequently, increase the
accuracy of the localization module.
This chapter extends on the author’s published work in [110]. In [110], the authors
introduced the drift error model for wheel encoders and showed the feasibility of using
an exteroceptive sensor to determine the covariance of a proprioceptive sensor, such as
wheel encoders. In this chapter, the author generalizes the methodology and ideas adopted
in [110] to any odometry, regardless of the type of sensor being used. The drift error model
for any type of odometry and the drift covariance formula are derived. Furthermore, the
estimation methodology introduced in [110] is generalized and more formally presented as
the Drift Covariance Estimation (DCE) algorithm. The DCE is a generic algorithm, which
can enhance the localization accuracy, when integrated to an odometry algorithm.
To show the benefits of using the DCE algorithm with popular open source odometry
algorithms, the open source EU long-term dataset [169] is used, along with the LiDAR
1This chapter was published as Osman, Mostafa, et al., ”A Novel Online Approach for Drift Covariance
Estimation of Odometries Used in Intelligent Vehicle Localization,” Sensors, 19.23 (2019): 5178 [111].
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Odometry and Mapping algorithm (LOAM) [175]. The results of the DCE-UKF compared
with the results of UKF with different constant covariance values are reported.
This chapter’s main contributions are the following:
• The mathematical modeling of the random accumulation of error in the different
odometries used in the localization of autonomous platforms.
• A general online algorithmic methodology for estimating the covariance of odometries
using another sensor which is drift-free. This methodology is generic and suits any kind
of odometry as well as any localization or SLAM algorithm either being filtering-based
or optimization-based.
• The detailed implementation of an algorithm which follows this algorithmic method-
ology.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows; Section 4.2 derives the drift error
model. Section 4.3 describes the proposed algorithm as well as some implementation details.
Subsequently, in Section 4.4, the EU long-term dataset as well as the evaluation metrics
used for validating the algorithm are introduced. Section 4.5 summarizes the results of the
proposed algorithm, and finally in Section 4.6 the conclusion is summarized.
4.2 Drift Modeling in Odometries
Odometry and the drift error in odometry can be defined as
Definition (Odometry): Odometry is measuring the pose of a mobile platform x ∈ Rn









where C ∈ Bm×n is the measurement matrix of the odometry, B := {0, 1} and for C = In×n,
the odometry measures the overall state vector x, q ∈ Rs is the raw measurement of the
sensor used in the odometry, and g : Rs → Rm is the odometry mapping (maps the sensor
measurements to the motion increments). In this chapter, the states of interest are only







where p ∈ R3 and θ ∈ Rnθ are the position and orientation of the mobile platform,
respectively and nθ is the size fo the orientation vector depending on the representation
used.
Definition (Drift Error): The drift error δ(z, ε, k) ∈ Rm is the unbounded accumulation
of error in the odometry measurements, due to the integration of sensor readings ,suffering
from random noise ε ∈ Rs. For drift error, the following is true:
δ(0m×1, 0) = 0m×1, (4.3a)
lim
z→∞
δ(z, ·) =∞, and lim
k→∞
δ(·, k) =∞. (4.3b)
Now the raw measurement q is related to the states through the sensor model mapping
hs : Rn → Rs as
qk = hs(xk). (4.4)
Eq. (4.4) can be written more precisely as a function of the observable states by the
sensor hs : Rm → Rs as
qk = hs(Cxk) = hs(zk), (4.5)
since the measurements of the sensor is only a function of the related states, which in this
case is the z output vector.
Consequently, the ideal odometry equation will be
zk = zk−1 + g(qk) = zk−1 + g(hs(zk)). (4.6)
Although the sensor measurement hs is a function of the output vector zk, this is an
implicit representation; the only way to measure the actual output vector zk is through the
odometry.
In reality, the readings q suffer from noises which can be represented as
q̂ = hs(z) + ε, (4.7)
where q̂ is the noisy readings of the sensors, and ε ∈ Rs is a random variable representing
the additive noise on the sensor measurements.
Substituting Eq. (4.7) in Eq. (4.6), the noisy odometry output can be written as
ẑk = ẑk−1 + g(qk + εk). (4.8)
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Using the Taylor expansion, Eq. (4.8) can be written as
ẑk = ẑk−1 + g(qk) +
∂g
∂qk




=: Jk ∈ Rm×s,
is the Jacobian matrix.







Jiεi + Higher order terms︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(z,ε,k)
, (4.10)
The random nature of the drift error is a direct result of integrating the random noise ε.
Now assume a change ∆z occurred in the pose over one timestep. Once again, through
using the Taylor expansion, the drift error can be written as
δ(z + ∆z, ε, k) = δ(z, ε, k − 1) + ∂δ
∂z
∆z + Higher order terms (4.11)





∆z + Higher order terms (4.12)
where K1 ∈ Rm×m is the so-called drift coefficient matrix and is a random matrix which
depends on the sensor random noise ε.
Since the sampling time is usually small, ∆z is small and the higher order terms can be
neglected.
∆δ ≈ K1∆z (4.13)
Furthermore, here we assume that the drift in each of the output states is independent
from that of the other states, in other words,
K1 = diag{k1,k2, . . . ,km}. (4.14)
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Using Eq. (4.13) in Eq. (4.11), the drift error at timestep k can be written as:
δk = δk−1 + ∆δk ≈ δk−1 + K1∆z (4.15)
Now, the covariance of the drift increment Qδ ∈ Rm×m can be calculated as follows:
Qδ := E[(K1∆z− µδ)(K1∆z− µδ)T ]
= E[K1∆z∆zTK1 − 2µδK1∆zT + µδµTδ ]
= E[K1∆z∆zTK1]− µδµTδ ,
where µδ ∈ Rm is the mean of the drift increment.
Moreover, we assume that the drift increment is a small value due to the small time-step
and therefore the square of its mean µδ is also small and can be neglected. Therefore, the
drift increment covariance Qδ can be approximated as
Qδk = E[K1,k∆zk∆zTkK1,k], (4.16)
Using Eq. (4.13), the drift covariance matrix Σδ ∈ Rm×m can be calculated as
Σδk = Σδk−1 +Qδk . (4.17)
Using Eq. (4.17), the drift covariance matrix Σδk can be estimated using a sensor which
does not suffer from drift as will be shown in the following section.
4.3 Drift Covariance Estimation
Using the model developed in the previous section, the drift covariance Σδ can be estimated
using a sensor which does not suffer from drift. Throughout the rest of the chapter, we
refer to a sensor not suffering from drift as a drift-free sensor.
A good example for a drift-free sensor is a GPS, which does not rely on integration
for measuring the pose of the mobile platform. Other examples of drift-free sensors are a
camera detecting landmarks or apriltags, a magnetometer, and so on.
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4.3.1 Drift Covariance Estimation Algorithm
To avoid notation ambiguity, in Section 4.3, a measurement from an odometry will be
denoted ẑδk and a drift-free sensor measurement will be denoted ẑk.
Let us consider a drift-free sensor measurement ẑk ∈ Rm with a known covariance
Rk ∈ Rm×m. The true output of the platform zk is likely to lie in the confidence ellipse of
the measurement, defined by the eigenvalues of R. Since the true measurement zk is not
available, we resort to sampling the noisy measurement distribution p(ẑk|xk)
Zk :=
{
z̄0k z̄1k z̄2k . . . z̄wk
}
, (4.18)
where Zk ⊂ Rm is the set of samples taken from the drift-free sensor distribution, w is the
number of samples, and z̄ik is the i-th sample in Zk and z̄0k = ẑk.
Using the samples in Zk, the innovations (error) between the odometry measurement
and the samples are calculated as follows:
λik = ez(z̄ik , ẑδk), (4.19)
Λk :=
{
λ0k λ1k . . . λwk
}
, (4.20)
where Λ ⊂ Rm is the set of innovation samples, and ez : Rm×Rm → Rm is an error function,
which can be defined as ez(z̄ik , ẑδk) := z̄ik − ẑδk in case of Cartesian states (position), but
needs more elaborate design in case of orientations to calculate the innovation over the
rotation manifold taking into account representation singularities. For more information,
see [50, 24].
The innovation values are then stored in the so-called innovation memory tensor Ξ ∈
Rnv×m×w which stores the last nv innovation values, as shown in Eq. (4.21). Here, nv is called
the measurement horizon. The choice of the measurement horizon nv is a design parameter;
a trade-off between the accuracy of the covariance estimation and the computational cost.
Ξ =
[

























where Ξi ∈ Rnv×m, i ∈ {0, . . . w} is the matrix containing the nv previous innovations
calculated for the i-th track of sampled measurements.
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Now let us recall the drift model in the previous section,




The drift coefficient K1 represents the increase in the drift error of the odometry with
respect to the change in the output states z. Therefore, using a drift-free sensor, the drift
can be captured by estimating K1.
After we store the innovation points for nv sample points, which encode the deviation
between the odometry and several samples taken from the drift-free sensor. The slope of
these values is an estimate of K1 since the normal progression of the output states z is
captured by both sensors but only the drift suffering sensor has the drift component δ.
Using the innovation memory tensor Ξ, the drift coefficient K1 can be estimated for each
track of the sample points, by computing the first order polynomial fit of the innovation



















where T ∈ Rnv is a vector containing the timestamps for the last nv instances, K̂i1 ∈ Rm×m
is the estimated drift coefficient matrix computed for Ξi, [K̂
i
1] ∈ Rm is a vector containing
the diagonal values of the drift coefficient matrix, 1nv ,1 ∈ Rnv is an all ones vector, and
% ∈ R1×m is the intercept which is of no use here. Eq. (4.23) is executed for each Ξi and w
estimates of K1 are calculated.
Using these estimates, the drift increment covariance Qδ can be estimated using
Eq. (4.16) as









Consequently, the drift covariance matrix can be calculated as
Σ̂δk = Σ̂δk−1 + WQ̂δk , (4.27)
where W ∈ Rm×m is a diagonal wighting matrix. Notice that in Eq. (4.26), since the true
output state increment ∆zk is not available, the increment from the odometry is used
instead. To compensate for such change in the equation, a gain W is added to the algorithm.
The covariance estimation algorithm is stated in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Drift Covariance Estimation Algorithm.
Initialize with: nv (measurement horizon) , w (number of measurement samples), τ (sampling time)
for k ∈ {1, . . . ,∞} do
for i = 1 . . .w do
Sample w sample points from the drift-free sensor measurement distribution, as shown in
Eq. (4.18).
end
foreach z̄ik ∈ Zk do
Calculate the samples innovations as in Eq. (4.19)
Push the innovation vector λik to the innovation matrix Λk.
end
Pop the innovation matrix Λk−nv−1 from the innovation memory tensor Ξ and the timestep
k − nv − 1 from the time vector T.
Push the innovation matrix Λk to the innovation memory tensor Ξ and the timestep k to the
time vector T.
for i ∈ {1 . . . w} do
Calculate the estimated drift coefficients using a first order polynomial fit of the
innovation data as in Eq. (4.23).
end
Calculate the estimated drift increment covariance and the drift covariance, as shown in
Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.27), respectively.
end
4.3.2 Algorithm Implementation
A generic implementation of the covariance estimation algorithm is developed and available
as an online open-source repository in [107]. This implementation uses the unscented
transform introduced in [60, 158]. Normally, the unscented transform is used in the UKF;
however, it also fits for the proposed covariance estimation algorithm, for sampling the
drift-free measurement distribution.
Using the unscented transform, the drift-free sensor distribution is sampled as
Zk =
[
ẑk ẑk + (υ
√





where υ ∈ R>0 is the sampling parameter in the unscented transform.
The υ parameter is normally calculated as υ = m+ ν, where ν is a design parameter
(see [158], for more information). However, here we directly specify υ itself, because it does
not affect the performance of the DCE.
The choice of the parameter υ depends on the accuracy of the drift-free sensor covariance.
More specifically, if the drift-free sensor covariance Rk reflects under-confidence in the sensor
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(the sensor is more accurate than reflected in the covariance), then the true measurement
z is more likely to be in the confidence ellipse and consequently, υ should be less than or
equal to 1. However, if the covariance reflects over-confidence, then υ should be greater
than 1.


















where Wi ∈ R>0 is the weight for a given sampled measurement.
The choice of the weights calculation in Eq. (4.29) is a design choice. Here, we choose
to give a higher weight to the sensor measurement ẑ, while giving equal weights to all
other samples. Again, this is a design parameter which can be changed or even completely
removed from the algorithm implementation.
Notice that the proposed algorithm only estimates the covariance of the odometry
output ẑδ but does not correct such drift. The correction can be done through using the








Figure 4.1: The structure of the localization system with the DCE algorithm. The drift is
corrected using the feedback from the localization algorithm.
ẑδk = Cx̂k−1 + ∆ẑδk (4.31)
Σ̂δk = CP̂k−1C
> + WQ̂δk (4.32)
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where W ∈ Rm×m is a tuning parameter to avoid under-confidence in the estimated
covariance. However, in all the experiments, this matrix was set to Im×m.
Through using the drift covariance estimation, the covariance of the odometry can be
accurately estimated. The odometry measurement with its estimated covariance are then
provided to the localization algorithm. This will help correct the drift in the odometry
during localization.
Time and Memory Complexity
In this subsection, the time and memory complexities of the algorithm are discussed. The
most computationally expensive operation, in the proposed implementation, is the sampling
of the measurement distribution due to the matrix square root operation. The matrix square
root is typically performed using Cholesky decomposition. In general, the time complexity
of the Cholesky decomposition is O(m3) [71]. Although this is normally computationally
expensive, in this case, the worst-case scenario covariance matrix is a 6× 6 matrix which is
a small matrix size. Furthermore, if the noise in the sensor readings is uncorrelated (for
different states), the covariance matrix reduces to a diagonal matrix and the matrix square
root reduces to a set of normal square root operations which is a constant time operation.
Consequently, ignoring the matrix square root, several steps of the algorithm iterates over
each sampled measurement, making the algorithm complexity O(w). Notice that the matrix
inversion of (T̄> · T̄) is only an inversion operation of a 2× 2 matrix which is a constant
time operation.
As for the memory size allocation, this can be specified using the innovation memory
tensor. In each iteration of the algorithm, the innovation memory tensor must store the
m measured states for each of the w samples generated for each of the time-steps in the
measurement horizon nv. This makes the memory complexity of the algorithm O(m ·w ·nv).
4.4 Experimental Work
To validate the DCE algorithm, the results of using an open source implementation of
the LOAM algorithm in a UKF multi-sensor fusion localization are reported. The EU
long-term dataset [169] was chosen for the validation, and the accuracy of the DCE-UKF
algorithm is compared to different constant covariance values. This section describes the
EU long-term dataset as well as the evaluation metrics used for validating the performance
of the proposed DCE (see [111] for more testing case studies).
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4.4.1 EU Long-Term Dataset
The EU long-term Dataset is a dataset for autonomous driving containing the data from
multiple heterogeneous sensors. The data was collected using the University of Technology
of Belfort Montbliard (UTBM) vehicle, in human driving mode, by driving the vehicle in
the downtown of Montpelier in France [169]. For the long-term data, the driving distance
is about 5.0 km per session driven in 16 minutes. Here, three driving data sequences from
the dataset are used to validate the proposed DCE algorithm; all of the sequences are for
the same path shown in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The path of the vehicle in UTBM dataset sequences.
The ground-truth for this dataset is generated by a GPS/RTK sensor which can achieve
very accurate position measurements [56]. Therefore, an artificial Gaussian noise N (0,Qgps)
with Qgps := diag(25[m2], 25[m2], 25[deg2]) is added to the GPS data and used as the drift-
free sensor measurements. Furthermore, an open source implementation of the the LiDAR
Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) algorithm [175] is used as the odometry measurements.
4.4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The DCE-UKF is evaluated using translation and orientation metrics. First, the mean and














‖p̂k − pk‖2 , (4.34)
where p̂k and pk are the estimated and true position at time-step k respectively, L is the
total number of estimated poses in the driving sequence, and D is the total distance of the
driving sequence.
Second, the mean and maximum errors of the orientation, as a ratio of the overall














‖θ̂k − θk‖1, (4.36)
where θ̂k and θk are the estimated and true orientation of the vehicle at time-step k
respectively. The true states of the vehicle (x, y) coordinates are obtained using the RTK-
GPS sensor. The yaw heading angle of the vehicle is calculated as the slope of the (x, y)
coordinates measured by the RTK-GPS.
4.5 Results and Discussion
A total of three sessions (2018-05-02 (1), 2018-05-02 (2), 2018-07-13) of EU long-term
dataset were used for validating the DCE algorithm. These are a total of 15,000 m of
driving distance divided over three days in different weather conditions.
To show the efficacy of the DCE algorithm, its localization results are compared to
the results of different values of constant covariances. The values used are percentages of
the True Variance (TV) of the odometries, calculated retroactively from the data of the
experiments.
The covariances of the LOAM odometry used for comparison are calculated using the
TV along with the correction step as described in Fig. 4.1 as follows
Σ̂k = CP̂k−1C
> +QTV [∆zδk ], (4.37)
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where QTV ∈ Rm×m is the diagonal covariance matrix containing the TV for each of the
output states, and [∆zδk ] ∈ Rm×m is the motion increment vector in a diagonal matrix
form.
Table 4.1 shows the results of the DCE-UKF algorithm compared with different constant
covariances. As shown in the table, the DCE-UKF outperforms the UKF with constant
covariances. The results show that the DCE algorithm can result in enhancing the accuracy
of the pose estimation when integrated with an odometry algorithm.
Table 4.1: Mean of the overall EU Dataset UKF results
Mean [%]
Metrics
TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax
DCE-UKF 0.0694 0.2757 0.0007 0.0031
True Variance 0.378 1.579 0.0059 0.0789
2.5% TV 0.075 0.297 0.0014 0.0068
5% TV 0.0824 0.357 0.0017 0.0097
25% TV 0.158 2.014 0.0037 0.0246
125% TV 0.395 2.782 0.0098 0.0568
The data in the EU long-term dataset was recorded while the vehicle was moving with a
relatively high speed, consequently, the LOAM algorithm suffered from a substantial amount
of drift error. Using the DCE algorithm, a much better pose estimation was achieved
through sensor fusion. Fig. 4.3 shows the estimated trajectory using DCE-UKF compared
to the results of the LOAM alone, which suffered from substantial amount of drift as shown
in the figure. In addition to the LOAM data, the figure also shows the noisy data of the
GPS.
Table 4.2 shows the resulted translation and orientation metrics for the DCE-UKF,
LOAM, GPS and filtered GPS. The use of the DCE-UKF along with the LOAM data
achieved much better results than just using the LOAM. This shows the importance of using
a fusion algorithm with accurate covariances to achieve more accurate pose estimation.
Due to the high amount of drift error in the LOAM, as shown in Fig. 4.3, one might
think that only filtering the GPS readings by the UKF might lead to a better results than
fusing the GPS with a LiDAR odometry and using the DCE algorithm. For this, we also
show the results of filtered GPS readings using a UKF. As can be seen in Table 4.2, the
result of fusing LOAM with the noisy GPS readings led to better results than ignoring the
data from the LOAM completely.
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Figure 4.3: The EU dataset results of the DCE-UKF, LOAM, and GPS for sequence
2018-07-13. Note: The results shown in [111] were collected while running LOAM algorithm
in real-time. However, the results shown in this thesis were collected using pre-recorded
LOAM measurements recorded at a slower speed in order to get better measurements from
the LOAM algorithm.
Finally, all the experiments were executed using an Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.10 GHz
processor. The average computation time of the algorithm was 13.3 ms (for nv = 20).
This small computation time indicates the feasibility of implementing the proposed DCE
algorithm in real-time for localization of vehicles. Furthermore, the maximum and minimum
computation time were 23.3 ms and 8.1 ms respectively along with standard deviation of
3.5 ms, which show that the performance of the DCE algorithm is consistent and does not
significantly fluctuate through operation.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented a novel approach for estimating the covariance of odometries suffering
from drift due integration. The algorithm uses the covariance of another sensor, which
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Table 4.2: The EU dataset results of the DCE-UKF, LOAM, GPS and filtered GPS for
sequences 2018-05-02 (1, 2) and 2018-07-13.
Mean [%]
Metrics
TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax
DCE-UKF 0.0694 0.278 0.0007 0.0031
LOAM 0.467 1.393 0.0067 0.0580
GPS 0.106 0.380 0.0015 0.0044
Filtered GPS 0.082 0.319 0.0009 0.0040
does not suffer from drift (drift-free sensor). The drift covariance estimation algorithm
overcomes the challenges of quantifying the constant covariances through the presence of
the ground-truth or through hard-tuning. Furthermore, DCE takes into consideration the
fact that the covariance of such odometries is dynamic and changes with time during the
operation of the sensor.
The drift covariance estimation algorithm was tested using the EU Long-term Dataset
and UKF. The localization output while using the DCE was compared to the localization
output with different constant covariance values. The results showed that the DCE algorithm
outperformed the constant covariances in all the experiments which confirms that the use






In Chapter 3, we showed that a visual odometry can be enhanced through the use of several
image processing techniques. Afterwards, in chapter 4, we introduced a generic covariance
estimation scheme referred to as the Drift Covariance Estimation (DCE) to estimate the
uncertainty in drift suffering odometries. Moreover, in Section 2.2.4 and Section 2.2.5, we
described the MHE and how does it relate to MAP and Bayesian estimation techniques. In
this chapter, we utilize the MHE formulation to develop a multi-sensor fusion scheme for
accurate localization of autonomous platforms.
In this chapter, a generic multi-sensor fusion framework is developed for the localization
of autonomous platforms using MHE. The proposed method is based on a multi-threading
architecture to meet the computational requirements for practical deployment. The MHE
fusion scheme is tested using both simulated data as well as experimental data sequences.
The MHE estimation output is compared to that of a UKF. Finally, an implementation
of the proposed estimation scheme is made open-source for the benefit of the scientific
community. The main contributions of this chapter are:
• The development of a generic multi-sensor fusion scheme based on MHE for the
1This chapter is under submission at Information Fusion, Elsevier as Mostafa Osman, Mohamed W.
Mehrez, Mohamed A. Daoud, Ahmed Hussein, Soo Jeon, and William Melek, ”A Generic Multi-sensor
Fusion Scheme for Autonomous Platforms’ Localization Using Moving Horizon Estimation.”.
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localization of autonomous systems using any number of sensors. The generic fusion
scheme considers different sensor rates as well as missing measurements and outliers.
• A threaded realization of the MHE algorithm to reduce its computational cost and
enable deployment in practical applications.
• A ROS-based open-source implementation of the proposed methodology to facilitate
its validation.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.2, the generic fusion
scheme developed for fusing different odometries using MHE is presented. In Section 5.4,
the MHE localization results are compared with the results of the UKF multi-sensor fusion
algorithm. Finally, concluding remarks are discussed in Section 5.5.
5.2 Multi-sensor Fusion Using MHE for Localization
In this section, a generic multi-sensor fusion scheme based on MHE (see Section 2.2.5 for
more information) is proposed for the localization of autonomous platforms; the localization
algorithm considers any arbitrary number of odometries, e.g. LiDAR, wheel encoders,
and IMU, as well as global measurements such as measurements from a GPS. The generic
motion model used for fusion is presented followed by the measurement model and the
specific (measurement) data handling and processing methodology. Finally, the proposed
multi-threading fusion algorithm is introduced.
5.2.1 Motion Model
An autonomous platform (ground, underwater, or aerial) states can be defined as
x :=
[
p θ ṗ ω a
]>
, (5.1)
where p := [x, y, z]> ∈ R3 is the position of the platform in Cartesian coordinates, θ :=
[α, β, γ]> ∈ R3 is the orientation of the robot represented in Euler angles representation [89,
Chapter 3], ṗ := [vx, vy, vz]
> ∈ R3, ω := [ωx, ωy, ωz]> ∈ R3, and a := [ax, ay, az]> ∈ R3 are
the linear velocity, angular velocity and linear acceleration vectors of the robot relative to
the body frame, respectively.
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For k ∈ N, the following generic 3D omni-directional motion model is used as the
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where 03×3 and I3×3 are 3× 3 zero and identity matrices with respective dimensions defined
by the subscript, and Rk := R(αk, βk, γk) ∈ SO(3) is the 3D rotation matrix of the robot
relative to the world frame, where SO(3) is the special orthogonal group [89, Chapter 3].
5.2.2 Measurements Model
An autonomous platform can be localized by using sensors such as LiDARs, cameras, wheel
encoders, IMUs, and GPSs or a combination of some or all of the above. The localization
can be accomplished by odometry computation (odometry-based), e.g. LiDAR, visual or
wheel odometries, through map-based localization, e.g. landmark-based and grid-based
localization [147], or using exteroceptive sensor such as GPS or magnetometer [138].
In this thesis, we assume that each of the robot’s on-board sensors provides a measure-




where j ∈ {1, . . .M} is the sensor index, M is the number of sensors used for localization,
Cj ∈ Bmj×n is the measurement matrix of the j-th sensor, where B := {0, 1}.
Assuming linear measurement models is acceptable, because most of the sensors used
in the localization of autonomous platforms, in general, provide a subset of the vehicle
states. For example, a visual or LiDAR odometry of a ground mobile robot provides a
measurement of [x, y, γ], a barometer can be used to provide the altitude z of a quad-copter,
and a gyroscope can provide a measurement of the angles [α, β, γ].
5.2.3 Error Definition over the Rotation Manifold
As explained in Section 2.2.5, the MHE cost function (2.30) embodies the error in the
model and the measurement. The error vector can be computed for the position, velocity,
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angular velocity and acceleration in the Cartesian space as
ep(p, p̂) := p− p̂ ∈ R3,
ev(v, v̂) := v − v̂ ∈ R3,
eω(ω, ω̂) := ω − ω̂ ∈ R3,
ea(a, â) := a− â ∈ R3.
Such error definition can be used when the states are a subset of an Euclidean space.
However, rotations are not completely defined over the Euclidean space and the Euler
angles representation contains singularities. Therefore, in order to globally define the error
function for rotations, the special orthogonal group SO(3) is used to define the orientation
error as follows [24]
eθ(θ, θ̂) :=
r̃32 − r̃23r̃13 − r̃31
r̃21 − r̃12
 ∈ R3,
where r̃ij is the i-th row and j-th column element of the error rotation matrix R̃ defined as
R̃ := R(αk, βk, γk)R
>(α̂k, β̂k, γ̂k).








 ∈ R15, (5.4)
and the measurements error for each sensor can be defined as a subset of the states error
vector as
ejz(z, ẑ) := C
jex(x, x̂). (5.5)
5.2.4 Multi-sensor Fusion Scheme
In order to develop a generic framework for the MHE localization, the following requirements
need to be addressed:
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1. The localization algorithm has to consider the different measurement rates of the
used sensors as well as the missed measurements instances.
2. The localization algorithm has to meet the practical application requirements, i.e.
the MHE optimization problem (2.32) has to be solved in real-time for the fusion
scheme to be practical; hence, a multi-threading architecture is implemented to lower
the computational cost of the multi-sensor fusion scheme.
3. The motion model is generic; however, certain kinematic constraints need to be
specified for such a model depending on the type of platform, e.g. holonomic, non-
holonomic.
4. An outlier rejection method has to be implemented to prevent outliers from being in-
cluded in the optimization as this can significantly deteriorate the fusion performance.
Each of the aforementioned considerations is addressed through the proposed multi-
sensor fusion scheme as follows.
Multi-rate Multi-sensor Fusion
The proposed localization algorithm does not impose any limits on the update rates of
the sensors being fused. Here, the localization scheme relies on solving the optimization
problem (2.32) using a fixed but adjustable sampling rate. The different sensor measurements
are received at different times and depending on the measurement received during the
sampling time duration, a new iteration of the MHE is formulated using the available data,
see Fig. 5.1 for an illustration of the proposed concept. The different queues of the data
from the sensors (first-in-first-out) over the estimation horizon are updated with the new
measurements; then, the measurements older than the starting instance of the present
estimation horizon are discarded. The cost function (2.30) is then updated by the new
available measurements.
Multi-Threading Architecture
The computational cost of solving the MHE problem is highly dependent on the estimation
horizon length N . Nonetheless, some considerations can be taken to reduce the computa-
tional cost of the data handling as well as the computation of the information matrices
(the inverse of the covariance matrix). Consequently, in order to keep the computational







Figure 5.1: Multirate MHE-based localization, where M is the number of sensor whose
measurements are being fused. Diamond shapes represents the available time-stamped
measurements produced from each sensor.
developed in a multi-threading architecture; here, the measurement data is received and
handled in a separate thread (front-end) from the main thread (back-end) used for solving







Thread  1 Thread  2
Figure 5.2: The multi-threading architecture of the MHE localization scheme.
Thread 1 is responsible for receiving the measurements from the different sensors,
computing the information matrices for each of the sensors, building the concatenated













 , and Rk :=
R
1




0 . . . RMk
 ,
as well as propagate the motion model through the next time-step. Finally, the measurement
vector zk and the information matrix R−1k are pushed into the estimation horizon queue
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and the oldest measurement in the queue is discarded while only keeping the posterior
covariance (calculated using Eq. (2.31)) for the arrival cost calculation. Moreover, the the
posterior covariance is calculated. In Thread 2, the optimization problem (2.32) is updated
and solved.
This architecture reduces the computational cost of the MHE through dividing the
required computations into two threads, which can work in parallel. The first thread receives
the measurement, computes the new prediction, inverts the covariance matrices, and forms
the measurements vector while the other thread is solving the previous optimization problem.
This results in a reduction in the overall computational time of the MHE and increases















Thread 1 Thread 2
Figure 5.3: Visualization of the computational time for the MHE scheme in the multi-
threading case as well as the unthreaded case. The computational time decrease in case of
the multi-threading case as new measurements can be received and processed before the
previous optimization problem is solved.
Compensation for the Vehicle Type
The proposed MHE localization scheme relies on a generic omni-directional motion model
(Eq. (5.2)) for state prediction. Therefore, when solving the MHE optimization problem,
certain kinematic constraint need to be included into the optimization problem to com-
pensate for the vehicle type. For example, a differential mobile robot has a constraint on
lateral motion, i.e. vy = 0. Such constraint is not directly modeled in the aforementioned
motion model, but it can be explicitly imposed on the optimization problem.
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Outlier Rejection
Measurement outliers are detected and removed using the Mahalanobis distance thresholding
method [91] as follows:












j, j ∈ {1, . . .M} (5.6)
where E jk is the Mahalanobis distance, and Gj ∈ R>0 is the configurable Mahalanobis
threshold. Algorithm 5 shows the proposed MHE-based localization framework and a
ROS-based implementation is available online in [106].
Algorithm 5: MHE generic multi-sensor fusion scheme for autonomous vehicles
localization
Set The estimation horizon N , number of sensors M , process covariance Q, sampling time τ ,
measurement matrices Ci, and the threshold Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
Set the optimization constraints.
for k ∈ {1, ...,∞} do
Thread 1:
{
Propagate the states xk−1 through the motion model.
for i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
Receive the available sensors’ measurements and covariance matrices zik,Rik.
Calculate the information matrix Ri −1k for each measurement.
Calculate the Mahalanobis distance Ei for each measurement via Eq. (5.6).
if E ik < Gi then
Push the sensor measurement, and the information matrix to zk and R−1k .
end
end
Push the measurement vector zk, and information matrix R−1k to the estimation horizon queue
and remove the oldest measurement from the queue.




Update the optimization problem (2.32) to match the number and the type of the available
sensor’s measurements.




5.3 Simulations and Experiments Data
The proposed localization scheme (Algorithm 5) was developed using ROS [118]. Here,
the optimization problem (2.32) is formulated symbolically using CasADi: an open-source
software tool for numerical optimization [9]. The optimization problem is then solved using
the interior point method [54].
In order to validate the MHE localization scheme, several numerical and experimental
datasets are used: 1) a simulated data of 3D motion of an aerial vehicle; 2) several sequences
from EU long-term dataset for autonomous driving (see Section 4.4.1); and 3) experimental
sequences generated using Summit-XL Steel omni-directional mobile robot [126], see Fig. 3.5.
All the experiments and dataset runs are performed using a computer with Intel i7-8850H
6-core processor running at 2.60 GHz and a 16 GB RAM. The computer is running Ubuntu
version 16.04 and ROS Kinetic.
5.3.1 Aerial Vehicle Simulation
A simulated aerial vehicle is used for validation of the proposed MHE localization scheme.
The simulated vehicle is commanded to perform a spiral motion and is assumed to be
equipped with a camera running a visual odometry (data is simulated), a GPS sensor, a
barometer to measure the altitude of the vehicle, and 6-axis IMU. Each of the sensors is
assumed to have additive Gaussian noise with zero mean; Table 5.1 shows the measurements
of each of the sensors as well as their covariance matrices. The simulated motion is generated
using the same omni-directional model stated in Eq. 5.2 with the constant velocities vx = 0.2
m/s, vz = 0.3 m/s, and ωz = 0.1 rad/s.
Table 5.1: The simulated sensors measurements and covariances for the aerial vehicle
simulation
Sensor Measurements Covariance
Camera (VO) x, y, z, α, β, γ 0.1I6×6
GPS x, y 0.1I2×2
IMU ωx, ωy, ωy, ax, ay, az 0.1I6×6
Barometer z 0.1
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5.3.2 EU Long-Term Dataset
The proposed MHE localization algorithm is then tested through fusing the noisy GPS, the
LOAM and the IMU measurements (see chapter 4.4 for more information). The localization
algorithm is validated using 9 sequences of the UTBM dataset with a total of about 45 km
driving distance. The covariance of the LOAM measurement is estimated using the DCE
algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 for both fusion schemes.
5.3.3 Data from Omni-directional Robot
Several experiments were conducted using the robot (see Section 3.3.2 for more information)
to validate the proposed MHE localization algorithm while using the VICON motion
capture system to generate the ground-truth data. The sensor fusion was performed using
measurements from the IMU, wheel odometry, and 2D LiDAR odometry [28].
5.3.4 Evaluation Metrics
The performance of the proposed MHE localization algorithm is compared against a UKF-
based localization scheme implemented in [98]. Both schemes are evaluated by, the mean
and the maximum error percentages of the translation shown in Eq. 4.33 and Eq. 4.34, and
the mean and maximum errors of the orientation as shown in Eq. 4.35 and Eq. 4.36.
5.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, the results of implementing Algorithm 5 are presented for the simulated
aerial vehicle, UTBM dataset, and summit-XL Steel omni-directional robot.
5.4.1 Simulated Aerial Vehicle
As mentioned earlier, a spiral motion of an aerial vehicle was simulated for validating the
MHE localization scheme. Fig. 5.4 (left) shows the 3D path taken by the simulated drone as
well as the MHE and UKF estimation outputs. It can be observed that the MHE estimation













































































Figure 5.4: Left: The estimated trajectory by MHE and UKF as well as the ground truth
of the simulated aerial vehicle spiral motion. Right: The translation and orientation errors
in MHE and UKF for the simulated aerial vehicle spiral motion.
Fig. 5.4 (right) shows the error in the estimation of the MHE and UKF. The figure
shows the superior performance of the MHE compared to UKF for both translation as well
as orientation estimation. Table 5.2 shows the quantitative results of the aerial vehicle
simulation. The table shows that the MHE estimation is almost twice as accurate as the
UKF.
In order to further validate these results with real experimental data. The following two
sections show the results of the proposed MHE fusion implementation using 2D sequences
from EU Long-term dataset as well as the omni-directional Summit-XL steel robot. In
order to show the feasibility of the algorithm for practical purposes, the computation time
of the algorithm is also studied using one of the UTBM sequences.
Table 5.2: Mean and maximum translation and orientation errors of MHE (N = 10) and UKF for the
simulated spiral path (total distance = 90 m).
Fusion Algorithm TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax
MHE 0.076 0.2457 0.02796 0.0888
UKF 0.1257 0.3291 0.04579 0.20774
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5.4.2 EU Long-Term Dataset
In Fig. 5.5, the MHE output as well as the measurements from the GPS and LOAM are
presented. As can be seen in the figure, the MHE results show very accurate pose estimation
as well as smooth trajectory despite the jumpy and discontinuous GPS measurements. As
for LOAM measurements, in order to limit the amount of drift due to motion increments
integration, the MHE or UKF output was used as a corrective feedback in order to correct for
the drift error when fusing the odometry measurements (as was discussed in Section 4.3.2).
This correction along with the Mahalanobis distance led to better fusion results through
mitigating the effect of drift from the LiDAR odometry on the fusion output. Furthermore,
throughout these sequences, the lateral velocity vy was constrained to a small value |vy| < 0.1
so that the prediction model of the MHE would be realistic for an Ackermann steering
model. Such a constraint enhances the orientation estimation accuracy of the vehicle.

















Figure 5.5: The estimated trajectory by MHE plotted with the GPS and the LOAM
measurements (without correction) as well as the ground truth data for sequence 2018-05-02
(1) from EU long-term dataset.
Fig. 5.6 show the estimation output from the MHE and UKF as well as the translation
and orientation errors along the path of the sequence 2018-05-02 (2) from EU long-term
dataset. As can be seen in the Fig. 5.6 (left), the MHE output is smoother and more
accurate when compared to the output of the UKF. Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 5.6
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(right), the maximum translation and orientation errors in case of MHE are about 18 m
and 12o compared to a 35 m and 15o in case of UKF.

































































Figure 5.6: Left: The estimated trajectory by MHE and UKF as well as the ground truth
for sequence 2018-05-02 (2) from EU long-term dataset. Right: Translation and orientation
errors in MHE and UKF pose estimation for sequence 2018-05-02 (2) from EU long-term
dataset.
Fig. 5.7 shows the MHE and UKF estimated paths for sequence 2019-01-31, which is
slightly different and longer than the rest of the sequences. Notice that during this sequence,
there are missing GPS measurements as can be seen in the figure. At this points, the MHE
scheme managed to estimate the path correctly with minimal error while in case of the UKF,
the output diverged until the GPS measurements became available again. This is in fact
expected because the UKF algorithm depends on the latest measurements and prediction in
order to estimate the pose while the MHE uses a window of old measurements for estimation
(N = 10 in this case). This adds more robustness against missing measurements and allows
for rejecting outliers without degrading the stability of the estimator. Furthermore, again
in this sequence, the MHE shows much smoother estimation of the vehicle path compared
with the UKF.
The overall quantitative results of the MHE fusion are shown in Table 5.3. The results
show that the MHE fusion outperforms UKF fusion in every driving sequence of the EU
Long-term dataset. The overall percentage error over the nine sequences is 0.05949% which
is about 30% lower than the UKF estimation equivalent to 17 m Euclidean error in the
nine sequences. This is also the case for orientation accuracy which is better by 0.0003o/m
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Figure 5.7: The estimated trajectory by MHE and UKF as well as the ground truth and
GPS measurements for sequence 2019-01-31 from EU long-term dataset.
or about 14o overall. This is a considerable enhancement in the performance of the pose
estimator and the sensor fusion module for this practical experimental EU dataset.
Such enhancement in the pose estimation comes with the cost of increased computation
time due to solving a constrained optimization problem every time-step. Table 5.4 shows
the mean translation error for different estimation horizon sizes as well as the average
computation time for each time-step. Notice that the estimation accuracy increases alongside
the estimation horizon size. However, this in turn increases the computation cost of the
algorithm. The results stated above in Table 5.3 were gathered while both algorithms (UKF
and MHE) were running at a frequency of 5 Hz. The average computational time of UKF
is 51 ms which is lower than the computational time of MHE even for a prediction horizon
of N = 2. However, although the MHE fusion increases the computational time, the values
indicated in Table 5.4 are still acceptable for practical purposes since, for example, for
N = 10, the estimation algorithm can work with a frequency up to 6 Hz. Furthermore, for
higher estimation frequencies, lower estimation horizons could be used to increase the speed
of the fusion algorithm while maintaining better estimation accuracy compared to filtering
techniques such as UKF.
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TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax
2018-05-02 (1) 0.0593 0.1579 0.00049 0.00253 0.0738 0.1928 0.00076 0.00296 5076
2018-05-02 (2) 0.0597 0.3546 0.0005 0.00225 0.0721 0.4007 0.00079 0.00311 5071
2018-07-13 0.0618 0.1897 0.0005 0.00203 0.0622 0.2337 0.00078 0.00316 5028
2018-07-16 0.0563 0.2428 0.00049 0.00242 0.0893 0.2920 0.00085 0.00609 5010
2018-07-17 0.0573 0.4965 0.00049 0.00224 0.0910 0.5557 0.00079 0.00312 5063
2018-07-19 0.0577 0.2081 0.0005 0.00241 0.0905 0.3431 0.00078 0.00348 4980
2018-07-20 0.0622 0.1939 0.0005 0.00224 0.0897 0.2677 0.00083 0.00313 5001
2019-01-31 0.0553 0.2149 0.00038 0.00184 0.1343 7.4508 0.00069 0.00465 6443
2019-04-18 0.0664 0.3356 0.0005 0.00276 0.0885 0.3409 0.00078 0.00312 5060
Overall 0.05949 0.2648 0.00048 0.00229 0.0893 1.3102 0.00078 0.00367 46740
Table 5.4: Average translational error and computation time for different estimation horizons in MHE
estimation in sequence 2018-08-02 (1) from EU long-term dataset.
Horizon N TEmean OEmean
Mean Comp. Time
(ms)
2 0.1076 0.01496 54
3 0.09953 0.00790 58
4 0.07571 0.00119 73
5 0.06984 0.00078 89
10 0.05938 0.00049 148
20 0.06471 0.00059 325
5.4.3 Summit-XL Steel Omni-directional Robot
Using the Summit-XL Steel robot shown in Fig. 3.5, three sequences of data were generated
for validating the MHE localization algorithm; the generated data are from executing 2
rectangular paths and one circular path.
In Fig. 5.8, the ground-truth taken by the VICON is plotted as well as each individual
sensor measurement and the pose estimation using the proposed localization scheme. As
can be seen, the MHE output is more accurate compared to both Encoder and LiDAR
odometries. Furthermore, the output of the estimation is smooth enough, which makes it
more suitable for navigation and control purposes.
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Figure 5.8: The estimated trajectory by MHE as well as the sensors measurement and
the ground truth for rectangle sequence (2) executed by Summit-XL Steel omni-directional
robot.
In Fig. 5.9 (left), another rectangular path is plotted along with the ground-truth data
and the estimation output from MHE and UKF algorithms. The figure shows that the
accuracy of the MHE algorithm is higher than that of the UKF. Furthermore, the estimation
of the UKF shows oscillations in the estimated path by comparison to the estimated path
by MHE which is much smoother.
In Fig. 5.9 (right), the translation and orientation errors for the rectangular path (1) are
reported. As can be seen, the performance of MHE is better than that of UKF. Furthermore,
it should be noted that although at some instances the estimation error in UKF seems to
be better than that of the UKF, this can be attributed to the fact that the oscillations in
the UKF were closer to the ground-truth. This may show that the results of the UKF at
some instances are more accurate compared to MHE; however, such oscillations indicated
lower robustness of the UKF output.
For further validation of the MHE algorithm, a circular path was executed using the
robot. As can be seen in Fig. 5.10, the MHE estimation output is more accurate compared
to that of different sensors odometries as well as the output of UKF fusion algorithm.
Furthermore, in this scenario, the stability of the MHE algorithm is much more obvious
while the output of UKF suffered from large amount of oscillations. The MHE algorithm,
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Figure 5.9: Left: The estimated trajectory by MHE and UKF as well as the ground truth
for a rectangle (1) executed by Summit-XL Steel omni-directional robot. Right: Euclidean
error (top) and absolution orientation error (bottom) in MHE and UKF pose estimation
for rectangle sequence (1) Summit-XL Steel robots.
on the other hand, did not suffer from any considerable oscillations in its output.
Finally, Table 5.5 shows the quantitative results from Summit-XL Steel robot sequences.
The translations and orientation errors from both MHE and UKF estimation output are
reported for the three scenarios. It can be seen that MHE outperforms UKF in all cases
and for all evaluation metrics.





TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax TEmean TEmax OEmean OEmax
Rectangle (1) 0.4547 0.9722 0.06267 0.3041 0.5769 1.2801 0.0930 0.2976 12.6
Rectangle (2) 0.3152 0.7072 0.05891 0.2711 0.3504 0.8376 0.09490 0.3134 12.5
Circle 0.3446 1.3476 0.08496 0.8477 0.4184 5.0123 0.1516 2.8466 6.5
Overall 0.3768 0.9446 0.06577 0.4028 0.4547 1.8727 0.1058 0.8282 31.6
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Figure 5.10: Left: The estimated trajectory by MHE as well as the sensors measurement
and the ground truth for a circle sequence executed by Summit-XL Steel omni-directional
robot. Right: Comparing MHE output to UKF output for the circular path.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a generic multi-sensor fusion scheme using MHE was proposed for the
localization of autonomous vehicles. The proposed scheme considers several aspects to
facilitate its practical deployment. These aspects include: sensors with different update rates,
missed measurements and outlier rejection; different vehicle types; and real-time applicability.
Moreover, this chapter provides an open-source implementation of the proposed localization
scheme to aid its numerical/experimental validation by other practitioner in the autonomous
systems community.
The proposed fusion scheme was tested using data generated numerically and experimentally,
i.e autonomous driving sequences from EU Long-term dataset as well as experimental
sequences using Summit-XL Steel omni-directional mobile robot. The MHE localization
output was compared against that of the UKF. The MHE results showed superior accuracy
in all cases as well as better stability and robustness, which make the proposed localization






Chapter 3, 4 and 5 proposed different approaches to enhancing the localization accuracy of
an autonomous platform. Accurate localization is very important for autonomous operation
especially when it comes to the mobile platform navigating in unstructured environment. In
this chapter, the autonomous navigation of a mobile robot is addressed through designing
a point-stabilization controller of mobile manipulators end-effectors using Model Predictive
Control (MPC).
Mobile manipulators combine the advantages of both wheeled robots and robotic arms;
thus, they have an expandable workspace and operational versatility through perception,
object manipulation, and mobility. Such robots can be used in material handling, wall
painting, as well as inspection and repairs, see, e.g. [17] for a survey. Operating such
systems requires safe navigation in possibly dynamic environments as well as precise object
manipulation. In this chapter, we focus on stabilizing the end-effector of a 10-DOF mobile
manipulator shown in Fig. 6.1. The figure shows the experimental platform available for this
research. It is built for efficient autonomous object handling in warehousing applications
by integrating the Summit-XL Steel mobile robot with meccanum wheels manufactured by
Robotnik and the 7-DOF Barrett WAM robotic arm.
1This chapter was published as Mostafa Osman, Mohamed W. Mehrez, Shiyi Yang, Soo Jeon and
William Malek, ”End-Effector Stabilization of a 10-DOF Mobile Manipulator using Nonlinear Model
Predictive Control,” in Proc. IFAC world congress, Germany: Berlin, 2020. [112].
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Figure 6.1: The synthesized mobile manipulator. Left: the real robot. Right: the simulated robot.
In this chapter, we use a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) scheme to
stabilize the end-effector of a 10-DOF mobile manipulator; herein, we first formulate the
task-space kinematic model, where the overall system rotations are expressed using the 3D
special orthogonal group SO(3) representation. Afterwards, this model is used for state
prediction in the NMPC formulation, which considers state and control constraints as well
as kinematic singularity constraints. The proposed NMPC controller is implemented using
ROS [118] and the efficacy of the proposed controller is demonstrated through a series
of real-time simulations using Gazebo dynamic simulator [68]. The results show highly-
accurate end-effector positioning accuracy and smooth stabilization of the end-effector as
well as computational cost, which meets the real-time applications requirements.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: the model used to implement
the NMPC is explained in Section 6.2 followed by the optimal control (OCP) problem
formulation in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, the simulation testbed used to validate the
proposed controller is introduced and then the acquired results are shown in Section 6.5.
Finally, in Section 6.6 conclusions are summarized.
6.2 Mobile Manipulator Modeling
In this section, we present the kinematic model of the synthesized mobile manipulator.
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6.2.1 Kinematic Model of the holonomic Mobile Base
The mobile base of the considered mobile manipulator is a holonomic mobile robot with
meccanum wheels. Holonomic mobile robots possess an extra degree of maneuverability
when compared to the non-holonomic counterparts [138].















where xb = [x, y, γ]> ∈ Xmr ⊂ R3 is the pose of the mobile base in the inertial frame,
[xb, yb] are the two Cartesian planar coordinates and γ is the yaw angle of the mobile
base. u = [u1, u2, u3]
> ∈ Umr ⊂ R3 is the robot input vector, fmr : R3 × R3 → R3 is a
nonlinear mapping, RIb ∈ SO(3) is the z-axis rotation matrix which is the homogeneous
transformation mapping from the robot frame to the inertial frame, and τ > 0 is the
sampling time.










yb, x̄b, ȳb are the lower and upper bounds of the Cartesian coordinates xb and yb,
respectively.
The relation between the robot input vector u and wheel speeds V = (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4)>,







 = Hu = 1ρ

1 −1 −l − g
1 1 l + g
1 −1 l + g
1 1 −l − g
u, (6.1)
where ρ is the mecanum wheel radius, l and g are half of the wheelbase and the trackwidth,
respectively. Consequently, the control constraint set Umr is a compact set defined as
Umr := {u ∈ R3| ||Hu||∞ ≤ ωmax}, (6.2)
where ωmax is the rated speed of the wheel motors.
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6.2.2 Kinematic Model of the Robotic Arm
The robotic arm mounted on the aforementioned mobile base is a 7-DOF WAM arm
by Barrett Technology [13]. The end-effector pose of the robotic arm is denoted by
xa := [pa>, θa>]>, where pa ∈ R3 is the end-effector position in the robotic arm base
frame represented in the Cartesian coordinates and θa is the end-effector orientation. The
end-effector orientation can be represented using several methods as discussed in [24]. Here,
we use the SO(3) group to avoid representation singularities. To do so, we define the










where [R]i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is the i-th column vector of the rotation matrix R. Thus, the
orientation vector θa is defined as θa = f(RbE) ∈ F, and RbE is the rotation matrix of the
end-effector relative to the base frame of the robotic arm.
Using such a representation, the kinematic model of the robotic arm can be described
using the analytical Jacobian Ja of the forward kinematics transformation matrix T ∈ SE(3)
derived using the DH-parameters of the robotic arm, (see [13] for the DH-parameters of the














where xa = [pa>, θa>]> ∈ Xra ⊂ R12 is the state vector defined using θa from (6.3),
qa = [q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7]
> ∈ Q ⊂ R7 is the joint angles vector, q̇a ∈ Ω ⊂ R7 is the joint
velocities vector, and, the analytical Jacobian Ja is given by Ja := ∂T /∂qa.









Q := {qa ∈ R7|
¯
qi ≤ qi ≤ q̄i,∀i ∈ {1, ..., 7}},
Ω := {q̇a ∈ R7| ||q̇a||∞ ≤ q̇max},
where
¯
qi and q̄i denote the lower and upper limits of the joint angles, respectively. ||q̇a||∞
is the l∞-norm defined as ||q̇a||∞ := maxi∈[1:7] |q̇ai |.
In order to be able to keep track of the joint angles given the constraint set above, we

















where [xa>,qa>]> ∈ X̄ra ⊂ R19 is the concatenated state vector, and X̄ra is the state
constraint set for the new augmented model and is defined as X̄ra := Xra ×Q.
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6.2.3 Mobile Manipulator Kinematic Model
The model of the mobile manipulator can now be derived using the model of the mobile
base and the robotic arm. First, we map the velocity components of the mobile base to the
end-effector linear speeds in the inertial frame, i.e. we have













where ṗb = [ẋb, ẏb] is the linear velocity of the end-effector caused by the mobile base in
the inertial frame, and [RIb ]2×2 is the upper left 2× 2 sub-matrix of RIb shown in Eq. (6.1).
Note that RIb is the orientation of the mobile robot, which can be determined through the
localization feedback (e.g. Fig. 4.1. xbE, y
b
E are the position of the end-effector in the mobile
base frame and can be determined from the forward kinematics transformation matrix T .
Second, to calculate the angular velocity of the mobile robot in SO(3), we need to
compute the derivative of the rotation matrix RIb . The derivative of a rotation matrix R
can be calculated as [24]
Ṙ = S(ω)R, (6.7)
where S(ω) is the skew symmetric matrix form of the angular velocity vector ω =
[ωx, ωy, ωz]
>, where ωx, ωy and ωz are the three angular velocities around the principle
axes x, y and z, respectively. Using the skew-symmetric matrix property S(a)b = −S(b)a,











where θ̇b is the rate of change of the end-effector orientation due to the mobile base rotation.
Moreover, S([R]i) is the i-th column vector of R in the skew symmetric form.
Since we do not consider any angular velocities other than wz for the mobile base, the












where we exploit the fact that wz for an omni-directional mobile robot is the control action
u3 shown in Eq. (6.1).
Using Eq. (6.6) and (6.9), in addition to the kinematic model in Eq. (6.5), the kinematic










































where [x>,qa>]> ∈ X ⊂ R19 is the concatenated state vector of the mobile manipulator,
[u, q̇a>]> ∈ U ⊂ R10 is the concatenated control vector. Here, x := [p>, θ>]> is the
end-effector pose vector in the inertial frame.
The model stated in (6.10) is the complete kinematic model of the considered 10-DOF
mobile manipulator consisting of a 3-DOF holonomic mobile base and a 7-DOF robotic







z, z̄]× F×Q, and (6.11)
U := Umr × Ω.
Finally, the end-effector pose feedback can be determined through using a localization
scheme such as one of the visual odometries utilized in Chapter 3 or through the use of the
multi-sensor fusion localization scheme proposed in Chapter 5, as well as through using the
forward kinematic equations of the robotic arm T .
6.3 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
In this section, we formulate an NMPC scheme for the end-effector pose stabilization of the

















XNc := (xk,xk+1, . . . ,xk+Nc)
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as the sequences of controls and states over the prediction horizon Nc ∈ N, respectively.
As standard in NMPC, these sequences are used to form the quadratic cost function















where Sp ∈ R3×3  0,Sθ ∈ R9×9  0,Qp ∈ R3×3  0,Qθ ∈ R9×9  0 and R ∈ R10×10  0
are the weighting matrices of the quadratic cost function. Define Jf as the terminal cost,
Ep ∈ R3 as the translational error of the end-effector pose Ep := p− pr, where pr is the









where Rr is the desired orientation, and R
I
E is the orientation of the end-effector in the






b is determined using a localization algorithm of
the mobile robot and RbE is the rotation matrix from the mobile robot to the end-effector
calculated from the forward kinematics of the robotic arm, i.e. T .
Using the cost function in Eq. (6.12), the NMPC Optimal Control Problem (OCP) can
be formulated as:








]> − fmm(xk,qak,uk, q̇ak) = 0, (6.14b)
XN ∈ X ⊆ R19, (6.14c)
UN ∈ U ⊆ R10, (6.14d)
| det(JaJTa )| > εs (6.14e)
where εs is a small number acting as a threshold to avoid singular configurations of the
robotic arm which can be evaluation using inequality (6.14e) in the NMPC formulation.
OCP (6.14) is converted to a Nonlinear Programming Problem (NLP) using the direct
multiple-shooting method [6]. Here, both the control sequence UN as well as the state
sequence XN are considered as decision variables in the optimization problem. Moreover,
the system model is considered as an optimization constraint formulated by Eq. (6.14b).
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Multiple-shooting discretization technique provides a more computationally efficient solution
to the OCP (6.14) when compared with other discretization techniques, e.g. single-shooting,
see [6] for more details. Finally, state and control constraints are considered by means
of Eq. (6.14c) and (6.14d). Note that the inequality constraint (6.14e) is added to avoid
singular configurations when the system is in operation under the NMPC control scheme.
This is accomplished through ensuring that the pseudo-inverse of the robot arm Jacobian
matrix is always invertible and, thus, singular configurations are avoided.






i.e. the feedback control is the first element in the optimal control sequence U∗N . Moreover,












6.4 Simulation Environment and Test Scenarios
The simulation testbed of the considered mobile manipulator is created by synthesizing
the “urdf” models of both the Barret WAM arm and the Summit XL Steel mobile robot
in a ROS/Gazebo simulation environment2. Here, the transformation and the constraints
between the two models are defined based on the actual physical system, see Fig. 6.1.
Moreover, the proposed NMPC controller is programmed in python and integrated with the
simulation environment via a ROS-node. Here, OCP (6.14) is formulated symbolically using
the numerical optimization software tool CasADi [9]. Additionally, OCP (6.14) is solved
using the interior-point optimization method via the open source solver IPOPT [157] (The
library and optimizer used in Chapter 5). The overall block-diagram of the ROS/Gazebo
real-time simulation environment is in Fig. 6.2.
The scenarios shown in Table 6.1 were used to validate the proposed controller. Initial
and set-point references shown are presented using the Z-Y-X Euler angles to simplify the
presentation. In all scenarios, the sampling time is τ = 0.15 sec, the prediction horizon is
Nc = 5, and the weighting matrices are S
p,Qp = 2I3×3, S
θ,Qθ = 15I9×9 and R = I10×10.
Furthermore, the constraints set X defined in (6.11) is chosen as
X = [−3, 3]× [−3, 3]× [0.4, 1.43]× F×Q,



























Figure 6.2: Block-diagram of ROS/Gazebo dynamic simulation environment used to validate the proposed
controller.
























Here, the joint angle limits are adapted from the arm specifications [13]. Finally, the limit
of the joints speeds is chosen as q̇max = 0.5 rad/sec and the angular speed limit of the
mobile robot wheels is chosen as ωmax = 0.6 rad/sec.
6.5 Results and Discussion
In this section, we show the closed-loop results of the mobile manipulator under the NMPC
controller for all the scenarios stated in Table 6.1. Fig. 6.3 shows the trajectory of the
end-effector through each case and the actual real-time simulation is recorded and shown
in the video in the link3. As shown in the figure, the controller successfully stabilized the
end-effector of the mobile manipulator to the desired position.
3https://youtu.be/BplnroBEmGo
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Table 6.1: Real-time simulation scenarios
Scenario Initial States Reference Pose
S1 [2, 0, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, π, 0, 0]>
S2 [2, 2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, π/2, 0, 0]>
S3 [0, 2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, 0, π/2, 0]>
S4 [−2, 2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, 0, π, 0]>
S5 [−2, 0, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, π/2]>
S6 [−2,−2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, π]>
S7 [0,−2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0, 0]>
S8 [2,−2, 1.42, 0, 0, 0]> [0, 0, 0.5, π, 0, 0]>
The performance of the NMPC controller is evaluated by calculating both position and
orientation errors of the end-effector with respect to the reference pose. The positional error
is measured by the Euclidean distance between the end-effector position and the reference
position, while the orientation error is measured by the evaluation metric
Eθ = 3− Tr(RIER>r ), (6.15)
where the trace of the error rotation matrix is used. In essence, Eq. (6.15) indicates that
the orientation error Eθ converges to zero as the the end-effector orientation RIE converges
to the reference orientation Rr.
As shown in Fig. 6.4(left), the positional error converges to zero for all scenarios
considered. Note that in scenarios 6 and 7, the settling time of the controller is relatively
larger than that for the other scenarios due to the joints limits. In these two cases, the
mobile manipulator had to take a longer maneuver to reach the required position and
orientation without violating any joint limits. In Fig. 6.4(right), the orientation error of the
end-effector, i.e. Eθ, is shown. The error is calculated using the evaluation metric stated
in (6.15). As can be seen in the figure, the controller managed to quickly achieve all the
required orientations.
All the real-time simulations were executed using an Intel Core i7 CPU with 2.10 GHz
processor. The average computation time of the OCP (6.14) throughout all the simulation
scenarios was 61 ms with a maximum computation time of 130 ms and a standard deviation

























































Figure 6.3: The position trajectories of the end-effector for all the scenarios. Bottom: 3D visualization of
the trajectories taken by th end-effector. Top: The three projected views of the end-effector trajectories.
results suggest that the proposed NMPC algorithm meets the real-time implementation
requirements while simultaneously generating feasible solutions.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an NMPC controller for end-effector stabilization of a 10-DOF
mobile manipulator. We used the kinematic models for both the mobile base and the robot
arm to realize a task-space control for the end-effector of the mobile manipulator. Required
constraints include the joint limits and the manipulator singularity. Using the developed
model along with NMPC, the stabilization of the end-effector was achieved without the
need of any inverse kinematics solvers. Therefore, the proposed controller is a stand-alone
high level controller, which only requires the localization feedback of the mobile base and
the joint positions feedback of the robotic arm on the mobile manipulator.
The proposed controller was validated through real-time dynamic simulation scenarios.
The results showed efficacy and efficiency of the proposed NMPC controller. Throughout all
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Figure 6.4: The position (left) and orientation (right) error of the end-effector for all scenarios.




Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Introduction
The research endeavors and conclusions are summarized in this chapter. Section 7.2
summarizes the thesis contributions and some concluding remarks. Moreover, Section 7.3
describes the future directions and possible development of the presented works.
7.2 Final Conclusion
In this thesis, several problems related to accurate localization of autonomous platforms
were presented. Namely,
• visual odometry accuracy and robustness,
• uncertainty estimation in odometries, and
• accurate multi-sensor fusion-based localization.
Furthermore, a stabilization controller of a mobile manipulator based on MPC was intro-
duced.
Throughout each chapter of this thesis, one of the objectives stated in Section 1.3 was
addressed.
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First, in Chapter 3, an image processing pipeline was introduced to enhance the accuracy
and robustness of the VO algorithm. The proposed algorithm consisted of three stages,
namely, CLAHE, SSC, and AOR. Each stage addresses one of the problems, which might
be a cause of error in the pose estimation.
As was already discussed in Chapter 3, the three proposed stages played an integral
part in enhancing the accuracy of the pose estimation in the VO algorithms used in the
case studies. Furthermore, the three stages were a desirable combination to overcome the
drawbacks of each individual stage, while utilizing their advantages.
The proposed pipeline is intended to be generic and modular, i.e. can be embedded in
any feature-based algorithm in order to enhance its performance. The proposed pipeline was
validated through using sequences from KITTI and TUM datasets as well as experimental
sequences using a Summit XL Steel robot. Moreover, for each dataset, one type of VO was
used for validation, namely stereo, RGB-D and monocular. The quantitative and qualitative
results show that the proposed pipeline indeed serves as a desirable combination to enhance
the VO accuracy and robustness, with the cost of slightly increasing the computational
cost.
Second, in Chapter 4, the Drift Covariance Estimation (DCE) algorithm was introduced.
DCE algorithm estimates the covariance of odometries (which suffer from accumulation of
error due to integration) through the use of another sensor which does not suffer from drift.
The DCE algorithm overcomes the challenges of quantifying the covariance by the presence
of ground-truth or through hard-tuning and also takes into consideration the fact that the
covariance of such odometries is dynamic and changes during operation.
The proposed DCE algorithm was tested using several experimental sequences from EU
Long-term dataset. The localization output through using the DCE was then compared to
the localization output using different constant covariances. All the results confirmed the
fact that the use of the DCE resulted in a better performance compared with the use of
constant covariance. Furthermore, the results showed that integrating an odometry with
the DCE algorithm in a multi-sensor fusion scheme, causes an enhancement of the pose
estimation compared to just using the odometry for pose estimation.
Third, in Chapter 5, in order to achieve better pose estimation through multi-sensor
fusion-based localization, a generic multi-sensor fusion scheme using MHE was proposed for
the localization of autonomous platforms. The proposed scheme considers several aspects for
its practical deployment. These aspects include: sensors with different update rates, missed
measurements and outlier rejection; different vehicle types; and real-time applicability.
The proposed fusion scheme was tested using numerically simulated data of an aerial
vehicle, as well as experimental sequences from EU Long-term dataset and Summit XL
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Steel omni-directional robot. The MHE localization output was compared against that of a
UKF. The results showed that the MHE outperformed the UKF in terms of accuracy and
robustness with the cost of increased computational cost.
Finally, in Chapter 6, an NMPC controller for end-effector stabilization of a 10-DOF
mobile manipulator was introduced. After developing the overall kinematic model of the
mobile manipulator using the SO(3) group, and taking into consideration all the required
constraints, the OCP was formulated and solved using the open-source library called CasADi
and the open source optimizer IPOPT.
The controller was validated through real-time dynamic simulation scenarios. the results
showed efficacy and efficiency of the proposed NMPC controller. Throughout all the
designed scenarios, the controller managed to smoothly stabilize the end-effector to the
required pose.
7.3 Future Work
The work proposed in this thesis can be further enhanced or integrated together to achieve
better autonomous performance. Some of the directions that can be taken for further
developing the work proposed in this thesis are:
• The work proposed in this thesis can be integrated to achieve better autonomous
operation as shown in Fig. 7.1. As shown in the figure, a visual odometry algorithm
augmented with the proposed pipeline in Chapter 3 can be used to achieve lower drift.
Furthermore, using the DCE algorithm proposed in Chapter 4, the covariance of each of
the odometries used can be estimated, which can then be used for accurate multi-sensor
fusion by the MHE scheme proposed in Chapter 5. Finally, the localization output
from the MHE can used as the feedback for the controller proposed in Chapter 6.
The author aims to validate the efficacy of the whole system through real-world
experiments.
• The proposed pipeline is planned to be integrated to visual SLAM algorithms and
the effect of the pipeline will be studied. Several additional filtration steps will also
be investigated for further enhancing the performance of VO algorithms. Meanwhile,
the computational cost of the algorithm is expected to be reduced through the use of
GPUs and parallel computing techniques.
• While the proposed MHE localization scheme meet the computational requirements



















Figure 7.1: An example for integrating the work for better autonomous operation where
the green blocks show the work proposed in this thesis, while the yellow blocks were not
addressed in this thesis.
through investigating code-generation techniques to reduce the optimization problem
solution time. Moreover, different optimization libraries such as Google Ceres [29]
will be tested for better optimization speed.
• The DCE algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 can be further extended to estimate the
covariance of odometries through the use of the multi-sensor fusion output instead of
an external sensor. In this case, the algorithm can be used, even for systems which only









Figure 7.2: Covariance estimation using an extended version of the DCE algorithm through
using the multi-sensor fusion algorithm output instead of using another drift-less sensor.
• Finally, real experiments will be executed using the proposed NMPC controller
in Chapter 6 to further validate the controller in real-life scenarios. Additionally,
the integration of the controller with path planning algorithms will be investigated.
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